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FROM THE DIRECTOR 
Quality Water is in 
Iowa's Future 
In his most recent Conditton 
of the tate address, Gov. Tom 
VJlsack outlined the ambttJous 
goal of cleamng up lov.a 's 
unpmred v. ater by 20 I 0. In tts 
mo t baste context, tt means 
maktng the \\ aters of IO\\ a 
fishable, swimmable and dnnk-
ablc wtth adequate treatment. If 
we are going to have a vibrant 
future, why would we set our 
goal any lower? 
When a goal hke tht ts set. 
the tne\ itable questton that 
follows ts v. hat will it take to get 
it done? When asking thts 
question, people generally start 
thinking in terms of what technol-
ogy is needed and how much it 
will cost. Both funding and 
technology w1ll be challenges, but 
netther ts probably the biggest 
hurdle we face. 
I believe the biggest chal-
lenge we face in improving water 
quality lies more in the social 
aspect. Our citizens need to 
value water quality and recogni.le 
it as a fundamental requirement 
to the long-term future of our 
state. In many case , we can 
tdenttfy sources of water qualtty 
problems and there may be 
financial programs available to 
provide assistance, but it still 
takes wJlltng parttctpant to make 
the changes ncces ary to impro\e 
water qualtty. 
Iowans must also come to 
accept that v..atcr quality i not 
just an agncultural problem or an 
urban problem or an industrial 
problem. Too much valuable tunc 
that could ha' e been devoted to 
findmg solutiOn to \\.ater qualtty 
problems ha already been 
''a ted playtng the blame game. 
It is ttme for ev cryone in Iov. a to 
under tand we all have a stake in 
improving water quality and need 
to be part of the olutions. 
ImprO\ tng \\.ater quality tn 
lo\\·a \\til take ome fundamental 
change m the \\ay we thtnk and 
do busmes . ome of the step 
we need to take mclude: 
·A more comprehensive 
management approach to the 
application of fertilizer on our 
farmland. We need to continue 
efforts to manage animal manure 
in conJunctton v.. ith commerctal 
ferttlizer appltcatwns. We till 
have a lot of anhydrous ammonia 
applied to land in the fall to avoid 
the risk of wet weather making 
application difficult in the spring. 
Too much nitrogen is being lo t 
with fall applicatiOn. Concern 
about high nitrate in Iowa's 
drinktng water and its effects are 
extending beyond our boundaries 
to the "dead 2one" around the 
mouth of the Mississippi in the 
Gulf of Mexico, further driving 
/ 
the water quality tssuc. 
· Testing sot! on every farm 
to ensure that only nutncnts the 
crops need are bemg apphed. 
excess nutnents are what end up 
111 our water, thereby causmg 
problems. 
· Constructing wetlands and 
using buffer strips to filter soil 
and nutrients coming from runoff. 
· Workmg wtth cttles and 
other entities to reduce nutrients 
commg from the effluent of 
wastewater treatment plants. 
· Improving storm water 
management and erosion control 
on construction sttes. 
Identifying and then improv-
ing tnadequate pn' ate septic 
ystem . 
· Working proactt\ely and 
comprehenstvely with urban and 
uburban residents to better 
manage lawn ferttlizer and 
chemtcals. 
There is no doubt that 
economic de\ elopment ts a key 
tssue for our state and its future. 
While protectmg and tmproving 
Iowa's natural resources is 
obviously an environmental 
tssue, I belieYe it is \'Cry much an 
economic de\ elopment ts ue as 
\\.ell. We in the DNR continue to 
emphasize that economtc deYel-
opment and protectmg the 
environment do not have to be 
mutually exclusive. In fact, I 
believe the opposite could happen 
and that economic development 
will be hampered if \\e don't take 
teps to imprO\ e v. ater qualit). 
Quality water ts the future of 
Iowa. 
Jeffrey R. Vonk 
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JUST WHAT THE "DOCKER" ORDERED 
by Jim Wahl 
Docks make fishi ng Iowa's natural lakes easy and 
productive. 
IOWA'S LANDSCAPE - HOME SWEET 
HOME TO THE MALLARD? 
by Guy Zenner 
Do mallards find Iowa to their liking when it comes 
to raising a brood? One recent DNR study 
examines the question. 
JUST PLANE DEADLY ON WALLEYES 
by Scott Grummer 
Planer boards are becoming a common tool to the 
walleye angler. Learn a little about the gear and the 
techniques to make them work for you. 
RESTORING THE TRUMPETER -
A PASSIONATE, POWERFUL 
PARTNERSHIP 
by Ron Andrews 
It takes more than the Department of Natural Re-
sources to restore a species. It takes the dedication of 
individuals and organizations throughout the state. 
OUR WINGED JEWELS 
by Amanda Hetrick 
What makes a butterfly a butterfly? Learn more about 
the characteristics of these lovely creatures. 
OLD WORLD CHOCOLATE, NEW WORLD 
TECHNOLOGY 
by Julie Tack 
Antonious Starn installed his new geothcnnal heat 
pump system because he felt it was the "right thing to 
do" environmentally, but may find economic benefits 
as well. 
HAVE YOU HOOKED YOUR KIDS TODAY? 
by Bernard Schonhoff 
Very few family pastimes compare to fishing. It doesn't 
take much to get kids interested and make some lasting 
memones. 
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DNR Conserves lowa 
Two year ago, my mother 
ordered the loH·a Consen·atlon-
IStformea a gift. Idtdn 't rea iiLe 
ho\v much the DNR doe for tate 
conservation. After reading the 
great article about all oft he 
fishing and hunting program 
a\ atlable,I have become aD R 
ad\ ocate and trong upporterof 
thetrdedtcation to the tate' 
wildltfeand parks. Also, thank you 
for the article about the Julian 
DubuquePark.ltwa very 
intere tingand info1111attve. I 
learned omuchabout tt ht tory. 
In re pon e to a recent 
ed ttonal I 'd like to reiterate t f 
running some ads in your maga11 ne 
will help provide the fund to keep 
thi great magazine around, J 'mall 
forit! It' nice to ee po tti\ e 
editorial about the article you 
produce in tead of complaint 
concerning ads. 
Keep up the great work, 1 
intend on renewing my sub crip-
tion for many years to come. 
John Corcoran 
Cedar Rapid 
Warden's Diary Hits Home 
J have been wanting to write 
this letter fora long time now and 
themainrea on rmdoingitnow 
is tore pond to last month ' 
Warden's Diary entitled "Carrying 
the Tradition." Officer Humeston 
mentions the career and lifestyle of 
a conservation officer and 1 cou ld 
not agree more. I wi II echo his 
thought about feeling the most 
(m\d (oO\C<'JIIOniSl • \1a) June 2003 
alive when outdoors. I finally 
want to take the time to thank 
Chuck H ume ton for his 
Warden ' Diaryeverymonth. 
I have not met the man, rna ybe 
someday I will, but he is partly 
responsible for who I am today. 
I can remember readingthe/owa 
Consen·ationist growing up on 
the fa1111 in Jackson County, and 
the fir t thtng I read is the 
Warden's Diary(andstilldo). I 
also think to myself as a watch the 
herd ofe lk and eetheviewsof 
Mt. Ramierand Mt. St. Helens, " 1 
can't believe they pay me for 
thts." I have been a Washing-
ton State Fi hand Wildlife Officer 
foralmo ttwoyear nowand 
ChuckHume ton'sarticlereally 
hit home. Thanks again Chuck. 
Scott Schroeder 
Chehali , WA 
There aren' t very many people 
that have the talent and ability that 
Officer Chuck Humestonha . 
The first thing I read in the 
!01-va Conservationist is hi arttcle 
entitled"Warden' Diary." 
I hope he continues to enter-
tain u for year to come. 
JohnR. Graham 
Jewell 
Nonresident License Fees 
I am 44 and was raised in 
Waverly, Iowa. Myfamjly 
moved to the Kansas City area in 
1973. For years 1 have enjoyed 
returning toNE Iowa tovisitmy 
family in Lamont and to hunt wi ld 
/ 
turkey. It 's no longer something! 
do. It 's too expensive to buy tags 
It is beyond me why your 
Legislature passed such ridiculous 
nonresident license fees! 
Do they have any idea what I 
and others who used to hunt in 
Iowa spent while visiting? Here 
are justa few examples of pur-
chases that this unv. anted nonresi-
dent hunter used to make while 
visitmg his btrth state: 
•Dinners, lunches and breakfasts 
in Lamont, Guttenberg, 
Independence and Oelwein. 
• Gas at various stat10ns across the 
state. 
•Numerous stops at converuence 
stores. 
• Use of cellular phones. 
• Shopping in Cedar Rapids, 
Guttenberg and in the Amish 
community. 
• Motel rooms in Waverly 
I have given up on hunting in 
Iowa. How many others have 
done the same? 
Also, I have written the 
Missouri Department ofConser-
vation and asked that they "offer" 
Iowa hunters the exact same 
kjndness the Iowa Legislature has 
extended to Missouri hunters. No 
just the cunent $25 "Iowa Sur-
charge." After all, fair is fair. 
Robert W. F orema1 
Kansas City, MC 
Mixed Reactions on ATVs 
I am tired of readers com-
plainillgaboutATVads. I like 
them. We use the A TV son my 
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fathers farm to feed livestock, check 
on fences, hunting and fishing. If we 
didn't use the A TV s we would use 
a tractor or 4X4 pickup. I feel the 
A TV is better for the environment 
since it uses less fuel and treads 
lighter. 
MarkDanz 
Davenport 
I just read the "LETTERS" in 
the January/February 2003 issue of 
the Conservationist and I must 
support the comments made by 
Loren Lown. I too, have been 
upset and surprised that this publi-
cation would support the ATV 
industry in this way. Although I am 
not ready to cancel my subscription, 
I could not sit quietly while one 
brave person spoke up to voice 
what I am sure is the true thoughts 
of virtually all true environmentalists/ 
conservationists. I would not want 
to control what people do on their 
own private property, but I am 
totally against opening any public 
property to A TV recreational use. 
Few will take the time to write but 
rest assured that many share Mr. 
Lown'sopinion. 
Dennis R. Rose 
Sioux City 
Benefits of New State Land 
As I read the article in the Mar-
Apr. Issue about the recent addition 
to Stephens State Forest and the 
management plan that was to be 
used for it, my initial reaction was 
very positive. However, after 
reading the whole article, I think 
it could have been titled" New 
State Land to Benefit Turkey 
Hunters."ln and of itself, there is 
nothingwrongwithgetting 
support and money from groups 
with a particular cause. To be 
sure, a lot ofhabitat that is used 
by birders has come about 
because of funds from fishing and 
hunting. Ijustthink it is deceiv-
ingfortheauthorto make it 
sound like one of the main 
beneficiaries ofthis acquisition 
will be birders, when I don't 
think too many birders will be 
interested in being out when the 
turkey season (Apr. 14- May 
18)isgoingon. Thefirst2-3 
weeks ofMay are usually very 
good for birding- especially 
warblers, one ofthe species the 
land is supposed to be managed 
for. It seems ironic that the 
article stressed the primary 
purpose for the land was for 
non-game species and yet for all 
practical purposes it won't be 
available at a "prime" time for 
birding. 
William Edgar 
Colfax 
The Iowa Conservationist welcomes letters from readers. Printed 
letters reflect the opinions ofthe author. Letters may be edited for length 
and cia n ty. Letters can be emailed to alan. foster@dnr .state. ia. us. 
Finding a ""ay to fish a natural 
lake ""'ith a child that is easy, com-
fortable and productive is always a 
challenge. Because most kids can't 
operate a boat, offshore fishing is 
limited to evenings and weekends 
when an adult is around. Wading is 
out of the question because most kids 
are too small to fit into chest waders. 
Shoreline fishing is a possibility, but all 
too often unproductive due to inad-
equate depth. What other option 
does a kid ha,e? Dock fishing. 
I spent my formative years 
fishing from docks. Every summer 
my family spent a \.\.eek on Lake 
Miltona ncar Alexandria, Minn. Each 
day the men went out in boats to fish 
for walleye and pike, while the kids 
stayed at the resort and fished for 
panfish from the dock. Despite the 
advantages of fishing from a boat, on 
near I 
"ere. 
30 fee 
\\Jth a 
\\CUJd 
knc\\ 
a few occasions the kids actually out- · ~~ or 
fished the adults. The kids typically reahze 
caught sunnies. crappies, perch and, ' r 
once in a while, a bass. Oh how it Ike 
hurt the men's ego'' hen we ended 
the day '' 1th a basket full of pan fish 
and all they could muster were a few tr 
hammer-handle northern pike. and l'i 
As memorable as the Minnesota tm:, 
vacations were, most of my dock toe r 
fishing occurred on Big Spirit Lake in t~e 
Dickinson County. I spent many s1ay 10 
summers with my brother, plying the fe\\ ol 
waters on the north shore from our 
dock. fn my young mind, it seemed 
as if the dock reached half way 
across the lake. In all actuality, it 
was less than l 00 feet. It did, 
however, offer access to water as 
deep a 6 feet ... and a variety of 
fish. 
I knew cvc1y square inch of that 
dock. I knew the ide of the dock 
near the weeds where the perch 
were. I knew the exact spot some 
30 feet out, which was reachable 
with a perfect cast, where the pike 
would lay and ambush their prey. I 
knew the spot under our boat hoist 
where smallmouth bass would rest in 
the shade. I even knew where the 
gar liked to cruise, 
and oh \\hat a thrill it 
was to tap them on 
the back with the butt 
end of the rod. I 
leamed early on this 
was not a fish to 
catch in the mouth. 
Each W1th their long snout 
' ofthat 
and all those teeth, 
we thought they were 
~lligators. 
At the time I 
thought docks were 
just for kids, but I 
realize now they're 
for young and old 
alike. What a great 
way to get out where 
the fish are, with 
mmimal equipment, 
and in such a short 
time. No waiting at 
the ramp to launch 
the boat and no fighting the wind to 
stay m your spot. These are just a 
few of the virtues of dock fishing on 
natural lakes. 
Here's some tips on how to 
effectively fish docks on natural 
lakes 
F1rst, most docks are privately 
owned. To gain access and fish 
from these structures requires 
permission from the shoreline owner. 
Although most docks are private, 
some lakes do have an abundant 
supply of public docks, such as 
Clear Lake. 
How do you choose or select a 
productive dock? The first thing to 
look for is one on the windward side 
of the lake. In general, fishing is 
usually better when the wind is 
blowing into the dock. The wave 
action will dislodge food items from 
the bottom, attracting baitfish, which 
in turn will attract predatory fish. 
Wave action will also decrease 
water clarity making fish less leery 
of venturing into shallow water. 
The time of day is also a 
consideration. Although fish can be 
taken around docks throughout the 
day, peak periods are usually in the 
early morning and again in the 
evening. This is particularly true in 
lakes with good water clarity. Once 
again low light conditions make fish 
less apprehensive to come into 
shallow water. Consider also fishing 
after dark. This is an especially 
productive time for walleye and 
catfish. 
Some of the best walleye fishing 
I ever had came from night fishing 
off our dock on Spirit Lake during 
the month of May. We rigged the 
end of our dock with a floodlight 
shining in the water. The light 
served two functions. It provided a 
light source to see equipment and 
help bait your hook or jig. It also 
attracted zooplankton, which in turn 
attracted spottail shiners, which in 
tum attracted our quarry -walleye. 
I didn't realize it at the time, but we 
created our own food chain right 
there at the end of the dock. This 
technique has worked for nearly 40 
years, and my 85-year-old father still 
enjoys catching walleye off our dock 
at night. 
The logical spot to fish a dock is 
at the end, in the deepest water. 
However, that isn't always the case. 
Keep in mind that fish like shade, 
particularly during the heat of the 
summer, so underneath the dock 
may be better than in front of it. Use 
natural habitat that exists within the 
vicinity of the dock, such as a weed 
bed, rock pile or woody cover. 
Some dock owners tie discarded 
Christmas trees under their dock to 
enhance the cover that exists there. 
The numerous branches provided by 
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pine trees are especially attractive 
to crappie . 
The type of equipment needed 
varies on what species of fish you 
are after. Regardless, it can be very 
simple. If it's perch or sunfish, a 
cane pole may be all you need. 
When the fishing is slow I like to 
fish vertically off the end with one 
rod and cast with the other. The 
casting allows you to cover more 
water and the set rod may produce 
fish that follow the bait to the dock. 
Ifyou're after larger, predatory fish 
a long-handled dip net will help land 
fish that are too heavy to hoist onto 
the dock. 
Dock fishing allows an angler a 
lot of freedom to easily come and 
go, which makes it perfect for short 
trips when time is limited. Docks 
are also attractive to younger 
anglers that may not have the 
patience to remain in a launched 
boat for several hours at a time, or 
to the elderly that find launching a 
boat difficult. The next time you 
plan a trip to one of the glacial lakes 
in northwest Iowa, don't overlook 
dock fishing. With a little experi-
mentation and by following some 
basic tips, you' 11 find docks can be, 
"just what the docker ordered.'' 
Jim Wahl is a fisheries biologist 
for the department at Clear Lake. 
~. ~~~-_, . 
~ -. 
The drake mallard vaulted 
into the air, leaving pink ripples 
on a navy blue mirror. For 
reasons unknown to even him-
self, he was compelled to chase 
the trespassing hen and her mate 
through the crisp morning air. 
Across gray clouds frosted with 
pink and orange, the trio per-
formed an aerial ballet - one 
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that has evolved over thousands 
of years - before disappearing 
into a dark western skl·. 
Coaxing the truck to a halt in 
the predavm light, a bleary-eyed 
wildlife technician watched the 
performance with interest. Pa-
tiently he waited, listening to the 
morning announcements from t1"1'0 
nearby rooster pheasants as they 
competed for the attention of a be1'\ 
of hens. 
Fina/(1·, a small 'ipeck emerged 
in the lightening \\'estern sky. Wirh-
out fcu~fare, the drake dropped 
gracefully toward the temporary 
pond in the chisel-plowed cornfield 
and joined his lt·aiting mate. Subtle 
signs of recognition 11·ere exchange 
bet11'een the two. Then the hen 
gru 
I 
hen 
anxious~\' tumed to face the 
morning hreeze and leapt from the 
pond. The drake followed close on 
her heels as she swept low over the 
gra\s along the gravel road. 
Sati.\jicd that the slle looked safe, 
the hen am/ drake landed in the 
nearh1· hean field just a few yards 
{rom the road ditch. For a feY!' 
minutes the\ stood motionless, 
examining their surroundings like 
two fish out of water. Then the hen 
waddled cautiously torvard the 
road, finally disappearing into the 
grass-covered ditch. 
The drake stood in the field for 
several more minutes, craning his 
neck to locate the hen that had 
deserted him. Finally, he jumped 
into the air, made a couple of low 
passes over the ditch where his 
mate had disappeared and settled 
back onto the temporary pond to 
await her return 
A knowing smile crossed the 
technician's face as he watched 
the drake return to his pond. This 
was just what he was looking for. 
This pair was obviously in the heat 
of defending their breeding terri-
tory. The hen was either searching 
for a nest site or, more likely, 
already laying eggs. They would 
be easy to catch, he thought, as he 
noted the location of the pond on 
his field map. Sometime later in the 
morning, he would return and set 
the trap. Nolv, ho·wever, was the 
prime lime for locating territorial 
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Eagle Lake study area 
pairs, so he started the truck and 
began scanning the skies for other 
three-bird flights as he headed 
north. 
Thus began a typical day for a 
wildlife technician working on a study 
to determine habitat use and nest 
success of mallards in north-central 
Iowa during 1998-2000. The Eagle 
Lake study area, located in northern 
Hancock and southern Winnebago 
counties, just west of Forest City, 
encompassed about 100 square miles. 
The purpose of the study was to 
determine how successful mallards 
were at reproducing on a landscape 
that was dominated by row-crops, but 
had a few recently restored wetland-
grassland complexes. 
The study was just a small part of 
a bigger project to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the habitat develop-
ment and management strategies 
implemented in Iowa, Minnesota, 
North and South Dakota and Mon-
tana through the Prairie Pothole Joint 
Venture (PP JV), an outgrowth of the 
North American Waterfowl Manage-
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Mallards were used as an 
indicator species in the study for 
many reasons, one being they are 
relatively easy to capture. Here 
wildlife researcher Angela 
Schleicher collects and bands a 
drake mallard from a swim in trap. 
ment Plan. Various conservation 
agencies and groups, workingjointly 
through the PP JV program, had 
restored tens of thousands of acres of 
wetlands and associated grasslands 
throughout the Prairie Pothole Region 
(PPR) since 1986 and were curious as 
to how effective these strategies were 
at improving waterfowl recruitment. 
Mallards were selected as an 
indicator species for the study because 
they nest throughout the entire range of 
the PPR, they are highly adaptable, 
they are relatively easy to capture, and 
they have been the subject of many 
previous studies of duck recruitment in 
the PPR. Although mallard nesting 
habits have been studied in many 
places for many years, most studies 
involved locating hens on their nests 
and, in the process, introducing the 
unknown effects of researcher distur-
bance on the outcome of the nesting 
attempts. 
Ducks have many predators 
looking to eat their eggs. These 
predators constantly search the land-
scape and it was felt that researchers' 
12 I0"-.1 Con,cnatlon"t • Ma}1June 2003 
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activities at nest sttes could possibly 
mcrease the vulnerability of the nest to 
some predators. To rule out any 
effects of researcher encroachment on 
nest success 111 this study, we decided 
to take a little different approach. 
Unlike most studies, we did not 
approach any of the nest s ites until the 
hen had obviously abandoned the site. 
So how dtd we find the nest sites? 
We captured hens and marked them 
with radio transmttters. Hens were 
caught with decoy traps, a standard 
method used to catch breeding duck 
pairs \\ hen they are territorial. A live 
Captured hen mallards 
were taken to a field 
station, anesthetized and 
implanted with radio 
transmitters, allowing 
researchers to later locate 
nests. 
hen mallard obtained from game 
breeders serves as a decoy. When the 
trap was placed in a pond that a drake 
had been chasing off other pairs, it was 
a good bet that he would attempt to 
chase the decoy hen out as well. 
Usually the drake's mate encouraged 
him to chase the intmding hen. In the 
process, the hen was frequently caught 
in the same trap. Once captured, the 
hen was taken to a field station where 
she was anestheti7ed and surgically 
implanted with a transmitter smaller 
than an egg. Located in her abdomen, 
the transmitter enabled us to locate the 
hen from as far away as one mile on 
the ground and up to two miles from an 
airplane. Following the surgery, the 
pair was returned to the pond where 
they were captured. 
Of course, not every pair of 
captured mallards was the territorial 
pair defending the pond. Sometimes 
other mallard pairs using the pond got 
caught. Despite the difficulties of 
catching just the right hens, 180 of the 
239 mallard hens that were captured 
during the three-year study eventually 
attempted to nest on the study area. 
To avoid disturbing the hens when 
they were laying or incubating eggs, 
the nest sites were remotely located by 
triangulating on the radio signal. Of 
course, we did not do this every time a 
hen walked into the grass. It was best 
to wait until the hen was located at a 
potential nest site for at least a couple 
of days before attempting to pin down 
the site. 
Once the hen was no longer 
returning to the nest site, researchers 
went in to find the nest bowl and 
determine the fate of the nesting 
attempt. Hens left their sites for 
several reasons: the eggs had hatched, 
a predator had destroyed the nest, or 
the hen felt insecure at the site be-
cause she had been disturbed by a 
predator or vehicle. The 180 hens that 
nested on the study area initiated 339 
nests, or almost two per hen. Of those 
339 nests, only 54 hatched ( 16 per-
cent); predators destroyed the majority. 
More importantly, however, is that 30 
percent of the hens successfully 
hatched a clutch. 
Intensively farmed landscapes, like 
the Eagle Lake study area, are gener-
ally thought to be very poor habitat for 
nesting ducks because predators 
frequently scour the remaining frag-
ments of grassland in their search for 
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Wildlife technician AI Hancock 
(above) "tunes in" to incubating 
hen mallards in a recently 
restored wetland-grassland 
complex (top). 
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food. Nearly 80 
percent of the Eagle 
Lake study area was 
cropland during 1998-
2000, with 3 percent 
being wildlife manage-
ment areas (WMA). 
Pasture, farmstead and 
Conservation Reserve 
Program ( CRP) acres 
comprised about 2 
percent each, while 
roads and right-of-ways 
made up 3 percent. 
Excluding the WMA lands, only about 
I 0 percent of the landscape was 
considered duck nesting habitat (CRP 
acres, road ditches, fencerows, 
waterways, terraces, hay fields, 
pastures, wood lots, odd areas, etc.). 
Surprisingly, odd areas (rock 
piles, wet spots in fields, etc.), 
fencerows and waterways were the 
top three places hens tried to nest. 
Unfortunately for many hens, 
fencerows ranked last in terms of 
nest success. Odd areas, however, 
/ 
had the second highest nest success 
ranking and waterways ranked 5'h 
highest. A couple of hens successfull 
nested 1 n the pastures on the study 
area, which resulted in pasture rankin; 
number one for nest success. Not as 
many hens nested on the WMA lands 
as anticipated, despite the fact many 
hens were captured on these areas. 
Because WMAs provide habitat for al 
types ofwildlife. mcludingpredators, 
the hen~ that d1d attempt to nest on 
these pub I ic lands only fared about 
a\ erage. 
Combmed. the odd areas. 
fencerO\\ s and waterways comprised 
only 1.5 percent of the potential nestin 
cover on the study area. So \\. hy did 
so many hens use these areas to 
establish nests when they had other 
ne~tmg cover available to them? It is 
believed that nesting hens instinctively 
spread out across the landscape when 
selecting nest sites. This may be an 
evolutionary adaptation to improve the 
odds of hatchmg a nest. Most likely it 
developed over thou~ands of years in 
response to the habitat that ducks had 
a"ailable to them; a vast landscape 
dommatcd by wetlands and grassland~ 
E\en though the grasslands and 
\\. etlands ha \ e been remo\ ed from 
much of the prairie landscape, the 
ducks still behave instinctively. This 
could explain why fencerows and roac 
ditches far from water had ducks 
nesting in them and grasslands immedi 
ately adjacent to the wetlands that 
were used by many mallard pairs wen 
not used extensively for nesting. Or, 
there may be other reasons we have 
yet to discover. 
One thing is for certain, though, 
mallards are attempting to adapt to a 
landscape that has been substantially 
altered by human activity during the 
last 150 years. Their persistent nestin; 
I 
me cess 
ed s· 
. Not as 
M lands 
ct many 
immedi~ 
that 
efforts have enabled their populations 
to surv1ve dramatic changes to their 
habitats. The wetlands restored 
through the PP JV may not be the 
mallard's first choice for nesting sites, 
but they arc invaluable to breeding 
pairs - pro\ idmg feeding and resting 
habitat. as well as enabl ing pairs to 
space themselves out across the 
landscape so territorial battles are 
minimiLed. They are also critical brood 
habitat for those hens that are lucky 
enough to avoid predators and hatch a 
nest. The information garnered in this 
study will enable conservation agencies 
throughout the PPR to develop and 
implement more effective habitat 
management strategies in the future. 
Of the 180 hen mallards 
that nested on the study 
area, 30 percent hatched 
broods. The majority of 
the unsuccessful nests 
were due to predators. 
The egg below was not 
successfully hatched. 
Guy Zenner is the '1-vate,fowl 
biologist for the department lo-
cated at Clear Lake. 
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Just PlanE 
Deadly Otl 
all eyes 
Article by Scott Grummer 
Photos by Lowell Washburn 
Walleye anglers, eqmpped with 
lead head jigs, spmners and a bucket 
of mmnows have attacked walleye 
waters for years. Casting a jig and 
mmnow onto a rock reef or drifting a 
spmner and night crawler are still 
effective techniques. But trolling with 
planer boards IS qUickly becoming 
popular"" 1th today's walleye angler. 
Gear 
There are two types of side 
planers. m-Ime and mast and ski. The 
in-lme planer board 1s attached by 
release mechanisms directly to the 
fishing line at a desired distance from 
a lure. The board becomes part of 
the tackle trolled by a single fishing 
rod. With the mast and ski setup, a 
4- to 6-foot mast is placed in the front 
of the boat. Two skis, attached to 
cords, are let out from the mast on 
each s tde of the boat. The angler lets 
the bait out a desired dtstance and 
attaches the line to a release that is 
sl id down the cord towards the ski. 
Trolling wtth planer boards 
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requtres long stout fishing 
rods: most are 8- to 1 0-foot 
heavy-action rods. The rod 
trolls the crankbait and the 
planer board. The rod length 
helps get the tip up in the air, 
keeping the fishing line from 
draggmg through the water 
between the rod tip and the 
board 
Ba1tcasters are the 
preferred reel for planer-
board troll mg. Although a 
standard reel can be used, 
manufacturers have modified reels to 
su1t thts type of troll ing. Line 
counters, built into the reel, make 
settmg bmts to a desired distance 
behind the boat an exact science. 
Lme counters allow the angler to 
duplicate a set up that is catching fish 
or make changes to find the depth 
where fish are located. 
Boats equipped with rod holders 
are a must for planer-board fishing. 
The drag on the rod created by the 
techmque IS more than most anglers 
can handle for any length of time. 
Holders also allow rods to be in a 
fixed positiOn and adjusted to a proper 
angle 
Boats w1th large outboards often 
have a smaller motor attached to the 
transom, otherwise known as a 
"k1cker." This smaller motor allows 
the boat to troll at lower speeds. An 
outboard larger than 75 horsepower 
has difficulty slowing under 3 m.p.h., 
and most crankbaits are trolled at 1 to 
4 m.p.h .. 
Anothe1 must IS a depth finder. 
They not onl) tell you the depth of 
water you are tishmg, but many come 
equ1ppcd \\ 1th speedometers, which 
allow you to mamtam a consistent 
speed. Knowing the speed and 
distance allows you to duplicate a 
technique that is catching fish, or 
modify the presentation by speeding 
up or slowing down. 
A large selection of crankbaits 
finishes the package for trolling 
planer boards. Crankbaits come in a 
variety of SJL:es, colors and running 
depths, which allows anglers to 
experiment with different presenta-
tions and depths. Once a successful 
pattern ts established, all the rods in 
Planer boards are quickly 
becoming standard equipment in a 
well-equipped walleye boat. 
Anglers are discovering they can 
help put more fish in the boat. 
the boat can be set to dupl icate what 
is working. 
Techniques 
Pulling planer boards works best 
if you are able to make long passes. 
Turns must be long and gradual. If 
the fish are concentrated in a short 
segment of shoreline or on a small 
rock reef, it 's more effective to drift, 
or anchor and cast to the fi sh. 
If it's breezy, planer boards 
should be pulled wtth the wind. 
Pulling boards into the wmd causes 
An assortment of crankbaits, a 
heavy-action rod and a baitcast 
reel, preferably with a built-in line 
counter, are the tools-of-choice 
for troll ing with planer boards. 
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the boards to smack into the waves. 
When that happens, the board surges 
forn ard as 1t crests each wave, 
makmg 1t dtfficult for fish to detect 
small batt. At the end of the pass, 
pull the boards in and motor back up 
wmd to make another pass. 
Another effective technique is 
trolling planer boards on the outside 
edge of docks using shallow-running 
lures when the water temperatures 
reach the 60s in the spring. On 
Iowa's natural lakes, the water depth 
at the end of the docks will vary 
between 3 to 6 feet. When boats 
motor through these shallow waters, 
the props tend to spook fish from the 
Immediate area. Planer boards push 
the lures to the side of the boat and 
mto areas \\i here the fish have 
scattered. 
Trollmg large flats m the main 
basm 1s another good technique for 
planer boards. Ftsh tend to be 
scattered m these areas from early 
summer into the fall. Boards plane 
the baits to the sides, covering more 
of the basin. Try different depths by 
using lures with different diving 
capabi I itics. 
Bites arc detected by a sudden 
drag on the in-line board or the line 
being freed from the release on the 
ski cord. ln-hne boards can also be 
modified with spring loaded flags, 
which drop back \\hen a fish is 
hooked or the bait has picked up 
\egetation or debris. The flags take 
Planer 
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1ue for 
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1g more 
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dup 
ags take 
some of the guesswork out of reading 
the board. 
Planer-board tro lling works best 
w1 th at least two people. One person 
can operate the boat and the other 
person can set the boards and watch 
for strikes. 
When trolling boards, the boat 
needs to be in constant forward 
motion. Once a fi sh is hooked, idle 
down but keep the 
same course. If the 
boat is allowed to 
drift, remaining lines 
will cross and every-
thing will need to be 
reeled in and reset. 
Change speed, depths 
and lures unti l you 
find a combination 
that puts fi sh in the 
boat. 
Pleasure boaters 
have long made 
Planer boards position lures off to the side of boats where walleyes 
often scatter to when spooked by the commotion of motor props. They 
also allow anglers to cover large areas of open water in a short amount 
of time. 
water skis and knee boards a com-
mon part of their equipment for 
years. Now, well-equipped walleye 
anglers are doing the same, at least in 
concept, and putting more fish in the 
boat. 
Scott Grummer is a fisheries techni-
cian for the department at Clear 
Lake. 
Attractions include: 
• Lady of the Lake 
• Iowa's FirM Fire Mu,cum 
.__. • Legendary Surf Ballroom 
• Cerro Gordo Wind rarm 
• Main Street Trolley 
----.1 • Antique Capital 
of North Iowa 
--- ~4..... • i .. 
Clear Lake Area Chamoer of Commerce/CVB 
~ www.cle arlakeiowa . com 
....... ., .. 
For free visitor Information: 
1-800-285-5338 
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here is no mistaking the 
majestic sight and sound of a 
trumpeter swan. Their sheer 
size and namesake call once made 
them a conspicuous part of the Iowa 
wildlife family. But wetland drainage 
and unregulated hunting robbed Iowa 
and much of the country - of 
tho e regal sight and ound . The Ia t 
hi torical trumpeter swan ne ted 111 
Iowa in 1883 on the Twin Lake 
WildltfeAreasixmile northea tof 
Belmond. 
More than a century later, the 
trumpeter swan ts returning to Iowa. In 
1995 the Iowa DepartmentofNatural 
Resources embarked on a restoration 
project to return this formerly native 
nesting species to the Iowa skies and 
landscape. Iowa initially joined four 
other M idwcst states South Dakota, 
Minnesota, WisconsinandMichigan-
to bring this species back from the 
edge of extinction to the Interior U.S. 
Ohto jo111ed the collaborative Interior 
Trumpeter wan re toration effort in 
1997.1ov.a'sgoal i to have 15free-
ny111g ncst111g patr 111 the state by the 
a passionate, 
powerful 
partnership 
Article by Ron Andrews 
Photos by Ty Smedes 
/ 
end of this year. 
All oft he cooperating Midwest 
states, with the exception ofOhio, 
believe they are currently sustaining a 
viable trumpeter swan nesting popula-
tion. In addition to restoring nesting 
swans, trumpeter swan restoration 
activities will also be used to promote 
wetland restoration and the many 
\a lues wetland ecosystems provide 
Iowa. 
Trumpeter swans are orth 
Amenca 's largest waterfowl. These 
magntficent whtte birds weigh up to 
trump~ 
-e~on~ 
35 pounds and have a wingspan of up restoration effort came into the ciation of County Naturalists, the 
~1Idwest to 8 feet. People who study physics limelight nearly everyone wanted to Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, and 
fOiuo say, for their size, trumpeters nearly help out. The list of organizations Northern Iowa Prairies Lakes ' 
mstaining d defy the laws of aerodynamics. The supporting trumpeter swan restoration Audubon chapters, Iowa Wildlife ~ 
lllgpopub. trumpeter swan's call is deep and is long: Ducks Unlimited, Pheasants Rehabilitators Association, Iowa 
~gne~tmg resonant, and sounds like a trumpet or Forever, Jowa Wildlife Federation, Furtakers of America Chapter, Iowa 
oration French horn, which is how the bird Iowa Turkey Federation, Natural Izaak Walton League of America 
to promote got its name. Those captivating Heritage Foundation, U.S Fish and Chapters and Roland-Story Schools 
emany characteristics have spawned a Wildlife Service, ISU Trumpeter 41h Grade Class. 
~prO\ Ide tremendous following of people who Swan Committee, ISU Fur Harvest- Numerous county conservation 
JUmped on the trumpeter swan ers, JSU Fisheries and Wildlife boards including Appanoose, Black 
North bandwagon to help bring this charis- Biology Club, ISU Student Environ- Hawk, Boone, Buena Vista, CaiTO II , 
~wl. These matJc mega-fauna back. mental Council, Buena Vista Trum- Cass, Cherokee Clarke, Clinton, Des 
eighupto Once the DNR's trumpeter swan peter Swan Committee, Iowa Asso- Moines, Hami I ton, Ida, Jackson, 
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Kossuth, Lucas, Marshall, Mitchell, 
Muscatine, Palo Alto, Pocahonta , 
Sac, Webster, Winnebago and 
Worth have developed partnerships 
with the DNR to help bring this 
glamorous species back. The 
department has also connected with 
more than a dozen zoos and has 
obtained swans from25 other 
states. 
Besides the boards and organi-
zatiOns ment10ned, a whole cadre of 
corporatwns, busmessesand indi-
viduals have partnered with the 
DNR to help re tore trumpeter . 
Although the appeal ofthese birds IS 
certainly a big factor in this over-
whelming effort to help, the enthusi-
asm speaks we11 of the "fabric" of 
many Iowans who have a strong 
desire to make Iowa a better place 
to live by helping bring back trum-
peter swans. 
The family ofDavid A. and 
2 2 lowJ Con,crvJIIOill\t • May/June 2003 
Robert Luglan Sampson, who contrib-
uted nearly $ 170,000 in their memory, 
and the familyofCherieDavison, 
who contributed significantly for the 
same rca on, spearheaded this 
enthu iasm. The1r pirit lives on as 
/ 
trumpeter ~wans wi ng their way back 
into Iowa. 
Because oftheir passion to help 
out, many of the group and individu-
als mentioned, have developed their 
ponds and wetland to hold flightless 
pa1rs 
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nesting pairs of trumpeter swans, the 
young of which are allowed free 
flight. These partnerships have 
resulted in 58 potentially productive 
pairs nesting on several sites across 
the state. 
Soft-match contributions from 
those cooperators has easi I y ex-
ceeded $250,000. In this era of tight 
budgets these contributions have 
greatly enhanced the pace and effort 
of the restoration. In 2002, a record 
144 cygnets were hatched at partner-
ship pair si tes. 
The public has also been ex-
tremely hcl pfu l reporting trumpeter 
swan sightings, giving essential 
in formation in deterrrun ing migration 
routes, patterns and mortality factors . 
Iowa's trumpeter swans are easily 
identified by green or redneck 
collars. Continued help in this effort 
is encouraged and appreciated. 
When restoration efforts began, 
the goal was to have 15 free-flying 
nesting pairs in the state by 2003. The 
first came in 1998, when a pair nested 
on a small farm pond in Dubuque 
County. These first modern day 
nesting trumpeters have nested on 
that same pond every year since. In 
2000, a second pair nested at Thorpe 
Park Marsh, a Winnebago County 
Conservation area seven miles west 
of Forest City. It appeared that 
Iowa's trumpeter swan restoration 
was off and running, albeit at a 
tortoise pace. 
However, several Iowa trumpeter 
swan pairs were nesting and expand-
ing their range southward in Minne-
sota and Wisconsin original release 
efforts. With great surprise, 2001 
Coming 
Home 
by Lowell Washburn 
Iowa's best known 
pair of wild trumpeter 
swans has returned to its 
summer home. For the 
third consecutive season, 
the swans are preparing 
to nest on the west pool 
of Cerro Gordo County's 
Mallard Marsh. 
E 
The pair's female ~ 
"' (band number 5F8) is one ~ 
the state's most studied ~ 
0 
wild birds. She was ..J 
originally released as a 
juvenile at Mallard Marsh 
The Mallard Marsh pai r with cygnets 
during the summer of 1997. As an 
adult, she returned to the wetland in 
March 2001. On June 10, she and 
her mate successfully hatched five 
young. 
For area wildl ife enthusiasts, the 
nesting was nothing short of a 
conservation milestone. It was, in 
fact, the first successful reproduction 
of wild swans since the species 
disappeared from northern Iowa 
more than a century ago. 
Life has not always been easy 
for the Mallard Marsh trumpeters. 
Last year's nesting season began 
with tragedy when the pair's male, 
along with one ofthe 2001 offspring, 
was killed by a powerline collision 
during spring migration. The acci-
dent occurred north of Clear Lake, 
less than four miles from the pair's 
nest site. 
Things took a crucial turn for 
the better when, just four days later, 
the female was joined by a second 
male. Considering the minuscule 
number of wild swans currently 
roaming the Iowa landscape, this 
development was in itself rather 
incredible. Even more astounding 
was the fact that the "new" pair 
was able to successfully hatch 
seven young during 2002. It 
remains the largest brood of young 
(cygnets) ever recorded in the 
history of the trumpeter swan 
recovery effort. Most waterfowl 
species, including swans, lose an 
average of half of their young 
between hatching and first fl ight. 
The Mallard Marsh swans have 
hatched a total of 12 cygnets 
during the pa t two nesting 
seasons. In spite of frequent 
interactions with mink, snapping 
turtles and river otters. the pair 
has managed to get 11 of those 
youngsters to fl ight stage. 
Event of the past several 
months have proved equally intrigu-
mg. 
After departing its Mallard 
Mar h home in late November, the 
swan family wa reported a few 
days later in southern Iowa. After 
that, the fl ock vanished for the 
remainder of the winter. During 
the winter of2000, the female and 
her mate were known to winter on 
the flooded rice fi elds of Ark an a 
It is not known, however, if the 
swans returned to the region this 
year. 
Jt was another mild winter in 
Iowa. By mid-February, the 
weather was warming and north-
bound geese were on the move. 
Area bird enthusiasts were anx-
iously scouring the countryside in 
hopes of documenting the swans' 
safe return. 
The long awaited report came 
onFeb. 19whenFernMidtgaard 
spotted the swan pair occupying an 
air hole at the Sandpiper Hills 
Waterfowl Production Area, 
located just west of the birds' 
Mallard Marsh nest site. The swan 
family had survived another round-
trip migration marathon. Or had 
they? 
To native northern Iowans it 
came as no surprise when the near-
record temps ofmid-February 
proved to be a false alarm. By 
Feb. 20 a massive polar front was 
sweeping the area. Wind chills 
dipped to negative numbers, and 
precious areas of open water were 
rapidly refreezing. A ftera second 
day without water, the trumpeters 
called it quits. Just after sunset on 
Feb. 21 the swans climbed into the 
crisp evening air and reluctantly 
headed south. 
On the morningofFeb. 22, the 
Mallard Marsh trumpeter swans 
were reported on a southern Iowa 
farm near Osceola. 
Spring has returned for a 
second time to northern Iowa. The 
Mallard Marsh trumpeter swans 
have also returned, and have 
refurbished their former nest site. 
The marsh is ice-free now, and the 
swans are making it no secret that, 
this time, they intend to stay. 
Shortly after sunrise each 
morning, the pair engages in a 
series of noisy, trumpeting displays 
that proclaims in no uncertain 
terms, that "This cornerofthe 
marsh is taken." 
But in the case of the Mallard 
Marsh swans, the haunting court-
ship calls bear a message that runs 
even deeper. After an absence of 
more than lOO years, wild, free-
flying trumpeters have returned to 
the northern Iowa landscape. 
/ 
brought nine trumpeter swan nest 
attempts within Iowa, six of which 
were successful in producmg 19 wild 
trumpetercygnets. Dunng2002, 
there were eight trumpeter swans 
nest attempts within Iowa borders, 
and 2 additional pairs nested on the 
Wisconsin side of the Mississippi 
Riverju tacross from McGregor and 
Marquette in northeast Io~a. Of 
those l 0 nest attempts, eight '.Vere 
successful and a record 42 wild 
cygnets hatched. 
And so the trumpeter swan 
restoration journey contmues. The 
road thus far ha been lov .. and 
winding. We ~ere '.varned '.\.ans 
arc predictably unpredictably and to 
expected the unexpected, that there 
would be peaks and valleys along the 
way. Certainly that has been the 
case. We are, ho\\- ever, "clipping the 
peaks and ignoring the\ alleys." The 
common denominator that keeps us 
ncar the "peak " ha been the 
public' enthusiasm to help out. 
Although working with these magnifi-
cent wans has been great, it has 
been the diver e and dynamic public 
that ha made thi proJect o very 
intcre tin g. As we troll further into 
the 2 1 '1 century, I am com inced we 
will be successful because the 
"public's powerful passion is propel-
ling us forward" as we once again 
begin to see trumpeter' gracing the 
kie and wetland ofiO'.va. 
Ron Andrews, located at Clear 
Lake, is the trumpeter SH'an coordi-
nator for the department. 
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Article by Amanda Hetrick 
Photo by Harlin Ratcliff 
B10log1 t [.0 \\ 11 on ha referred to msects as the "little thmg that run the 
\\Orld" Thetr number, dl\ er It) and effect on enttre eco y tem 1 unparal-
leled. Yet "'e often take no not1ce of them: or, lf\\e do, 1t 1s u uall} \\ 1th the 
mtent to hoo, \\at or ktll. That' unfortunate, because ""tth a httle tolerance 
and understandtng we m1ght come to realtLc JU t hO\\ mcred1ble msect are, and 
butterfl1c are no except10n. 
What's the difference? 
Before "'e delve into the ecology 
of butterfl ie , we need to differentiate 
between butterfl1e and moths. They 
are both tn ect and both belong to 
the order Lep1doptera, but that's 
about as far a the1r km hip goes. 
Many people belteve the d1fference 
betv.een moths and butterflies lte m 
the1r coloration and actJ\Jty patterns. 
But tn fact, moths can be just as 
viv1dly colored as butterfltes and can 
be observed flying day or night, 
depcnd1ng upon the species. So how 
can you tell the difference? Probab ly 
the easiest way to distinguish be-
tween these insects is by looking 
closely at their antennae. Butterflies 
have what are refened to as "clubbed 
antennae," meamng the tips of the 
narrow antenna shafts "'iden to form 
small balls. Moth antennae are not 
Corn pest moth (top). Meadow 
fritillary diplaying basking 
behavior (right). 
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clubbed. In tead, the1r antennae are 
u uall) much \\ 1der and omewhat 
1mtlar to feather or ferns,\\ ith 
many branchtng tructure prouting 
from the ma1n .. talk." 
How many are there? 
Of the I 12,000 specie of Lepi-
doptera worldwide, approximately 
?0,000 of them arc butterflies. On a 
more local level, of the I ,000 butterfly 
specie that flutter around the United 
States, ju t under I 00 can be ob-
erved in Iowa. This translate into 
lots of butterfly di, ·er ity and viewing 
opportunities for anyone mterested in 
taktng a troll on a \\arm sunny day. 
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From Egg to Butterfly 
On its way to becoming an adult, 
every butterfly goes through a "com-
plete metamorphosis," or life cycle. 
That means each individual begins its 
life as an egg, often deposited on the 
underside of a leaf. A caterpillar then 
eats its way out of this egg and 
continues eating leaves (usually of the 
same host plant type upon which the 
egg was laid) and growing as much as 
possible. Most caterpillars munch 
their way through four or five growth 
phases, or instars, before settling 
down to spin a silk pad. Usually a 
branch or twig is chosen to spin this 
pad and hang. The resulting chrysalis 
is left immobile and the caterpillar 
begins its transformation into the fi nal 
phase of the life cycle - the adult 
butterfly. 
Once transformation is complete, 
the adult butterny emerges with 
crumpled, damp wings and two 
straight tube-l ike structures sprouting 
from its mouth region. As the 
butterfly pumps fluids into its expand-
ing wings and waits for them to 
harden, it "zips" together its mouth 
parts into a nectar-sucking straw -
the proboscis and then curls it 
neatly under its head. Within a few 
hours after emerging from the 
chrysalis, the new adult is ready to 
Painted lady on cup plant (left). 
Black swallowtail chrysalis (below) 
and monarch caterillar (bottom). 
take fl ight, sip 
nectar from 
flowers and 
mate . 
Because 
butterfl ies can 
spend the 
winter in any 
one of the 
above stages , 
the time it 
takes to 
complete an 
entire life 
cycle varies 
greatly. 
Mourning 
cloaks 
(Nympha/is antiopa) overwinter as 
adults, so they pass through the 
complete metamorphosis qu ickly -
in about a month. At the o ther end of 
the spectrum are swallowtai ls 
(Papilio spp ). Some of these species 
can overwinter for up to two years in 
their chrysalid fonns, choosing to 
emerge only when environmental 
conditions are favorable. 
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Adult lifespan 'ary dramatically 
as \vel I. Many damty butterfly 
pectcs may lt' e only a fe" day , JU t 
long enough to mate and lay egg . 
More commonly though, adult '"til 
ltvc up to 20 or 30 days. Robu t 
swaiiO\\ tail may urvtve for a few 
month . And ovcrwintenng or 
migrating adul t , uch a the mourn-
ing cloak or monarch (Danaus 
p/e'(ippus ), per t t up to 8 months. 
Flashy Physiques 
The body of a butterfly i tmtlar 
to the bod] of other member of the 
111 ect world Each ha a head, 
thora'<, and an abdomen. proutmg 
from the head are t\\ o clubbed 
antennae (\vhtch enable the butterfly 
to mel I thtng ), the probo cts, and 
two compound eye . These eye 
bulge outward and are compo ed of 
Eastern tailed-
blues (right) 
and sulphers 
(below) 
puddling. 
Bronze copper 
(far right) 
nectaring. 
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thou~ands of separate len es that help 
the butterfly sec 111 all dtrectwns 
'' tthout turnmg tts head. They have 
sharp, up-close '1 ton and can see 
more color.., and forms of light than 
we can, tncludtng ultravtolet and 
polanzcd ltght. 
Attached to the thorax are the 
butterfly's fron t wmgs, hind wings 
and legs. The ""ings are covered 
wtth a multttude ofmultt-colored 
calcs. These cales crve a variety 
of functiOns They create the amaz-
mg patterns of'' mg color ''e see. 
omc of them com C) pheromones 
(a chemtcal substance u ed to attract 
other mdl\ tduals of the same pecie ) 
and pia) an tmportant role m courting. 
The) help to msulate the butterfly 
from the cold, and may e\en atd their 
escape from sptdcr \VCb entangle-
ments. Because these scales are like 
/ 
I' 
a dustmg of powder and w1pe off 
easily, extreme care must be taken 
when handlmg butterf11es. 
Below the scaled ""mgs are three 
patrs of legs. In some butterfly 
spectes, the front legs are reduced to 
a very small site, but often all legs 
arc of comparable length, covered 
with tiny claws and used to maneuver 
around petals and leaves. The hind 
legs arc perhaps the most important 
of all , a they can be used to taste 
substance ltke nectar. Imagine 
ha\ mg ta tc bud on your toes! 
Beguiling Behaviors 
Basking Because butterflies 
are cold-blooded and unable to 
regulate thetr body temperature, they 
must "ba -k" 111 the un for warmth. 
Thts acti' tty helps them warm up 
thetr fltght mu cles and prepare for 
take-off 
spd of 
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T iger swallowtai l necta ring 
take-off. So after a cool evening or a 
spell of inclement weather, you' II 
often see butterflies perched atop 
leaves, rocks, roads or other surfaces 
- soaking up the sun. 
Nectaring: This refers to the 
common activity of extracting en-
ergy-rich nectar from flowers. Some 
butterflies exhibit strong preferences 
for certain flowers, while others sip 
contentedly from many different 
types. 
Puddling: Sometimes large 
collections of various butterfly 
species can be observed gathering 
around shallow puddles, dirt trails, 
feces or carrion. This provides an 
excellent opportunity to watch them 
up close as they suck up salts and 
other minerals necessary for survival. 
Swirling: This aerial dance 
between two individuals is a special 
treat to watch. As they swirl around 
and around one another with diuying 
speed and agility, they check each 
other for clues of mating compatibil-
ity. Are they of the same species? 
Are they of opposite sex? Are they 
ready to mate? Once these questions 
have been answered, they either 
prepare for courtship, or depart in 
search of another. 
Involving Yourself With 
Butterflies 
T here are many ways to get 
involved with butterfly conservation. 
Depending upon your interests, you 
might choose to plant a butterfly 
garden, help conduct volunteer butterfly 
counts, rear and release butterflies, join 
butterfly clubs and organizations, or 
subscribe to journals. The important 
thing is to choose something that 
inspires you, that brings you pleasure 
and helps you to feel you're making a 
difference. 
Butterfly Gardening 
This has become a very popular 
means of brightening up backyards and 
providing additional host p lant and 
nectar sources to local butterfly popula-
tions. There are many books and web 
sites that provide both general and 
technical information on this topic. 
Here arc a few tips to remember: 
• Choose a spot for planting that 
gets lots of sunlight and little wind. 
• Plant native (naturally occurring 
in your area) butterfly-attracting 
flowers with strong scents and vivid 
colors. However, refrain from trans-
planting native plant species from the 
wild. Include an assortment of plants 
for season-long bloom. Also, plants 
with clusters of flowers are often 
better than plants with small, single 
flowers. And planting large masses 
will usually attract more butterflies, as 
there is more nectar available to them 
at a single stop. 
• Include both host plants (for 
butterflies to adhere their eggs to and 
caterpillars to munch) and nectar plants 
(for adult feeding). This will require 
some research on local butterfly 
species and their preferences. 
• If possible, also include water 
sources or damp, muddy areas for 
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butterfltes to congregate and obtam 
the essent tal o;alt · and nutnent not 
a\ atlablc tn nectar. 
• Don't u"e chemtcal pe ttctde ! 
They ktll butterflu.!s and other u eful 
111 ccts. I nstcad, plant marigold , 
pctumas, mmt and other herb that 
may naturally repel pe t . 
l'olunteer Butter/Zl' Counts 
Probably the mo t widely known 
and parttctpated-tn butterfly count ts 
organt/ed by the orth Amenean 
Butterfly A \OCtatwn ( ABA). 
F\ ery year 111 the '" eek urroundmg 
July 4 ( tt has become knO\\ n a the 
"4 1 of Jul) Count"), butterfly enthust-
a ts across the natton help cen u 
butterfltcs 111 thetr area. Each volun-
teer elects a 15-mtle-radtus area and 
Butterfly Research 
through Iowa State 
University 
Researching and restoring 
regal fritillary populations 
remain high priorities for 
biologists in Iowa. 
spends one full day rccord111g all the 
buttcrfl tc..., ...,ecn \\1 thm that range. 
Results arc then pooled together and 
ava tlable to anyone 111terested m 
nat10nal butterfly populatwn mforrna-
tton. 
Many other volunteer butterfly 
counts arc staged across the country 
each year. If you arc interested in 
par"ttcipattng m one or want to see the 
results, contact your rcgtonal Lept-
doptcnst SOCiety 
Reunng ReleaHng Butterflres 
Rcanng and rclca mg butterflie 
can be an educattonal and a\\e-
mo,pmng actt\ tty It·.., qUite amazmg 
to \\atch the life stages of a butterfly 
progress nght before }OUr eyes. 
HO\\ever, tfyou dectdc to try this, it 
Why rc ca rch b utterflies in Iowa? 
As we continue to alter and 
develop the landscape around us, it i 
vita lly imrortant to mont tor the effect 
we mcur on re tdcnt plant and animal 
srcctc . Change in the 
number ofdtfferent 
' recte pre ent (species 
dn·en1tr) and their popula-
tion tze (abundance) 
prO\ tde u wtth \ aluable 
mformation regarding the e 
1 mpact . Becau e butter-
flt e di playawiderange 
oftolcrance for habitat 
" di turbance, are relatively 
"' ci1 we ll known and easy to 
... 
~ ample, and becau e they 
often show trong prefer-
ences for peci fie plant , they are 
partteularly good organi m forre-
search. In addt tton, becau e Iowa ha 
undergone evcre land cape alteration 
in the pa t century and contain le 
than I percent o fits original tallgra 
/ 
ts tmportant to keep m mmd se\eral 
tmportant ecologtcal tssues. The first 
ts that only butterfltes naturally 
occurnng tn your area hould be 
con tdcred. Rcleas111g a butterfly mto 
your backyard that 1s not accustomed 
to your climate or your plants could 
have dctnmcntal effects on both the 
butterfly you release and the environ-
ment. 
econd, 1t 's tcmptmg to think that 
releasmg lot of butterflies wtll help 
support local populatiOn . unfortu-
nately, th1s ts not neces anly true. 
Good butterfl} habitats m your area 
rna} already have as man} butterfltes 
as they can support, and mtroducmg 
more ma} onl} Jeopardize the health 
of the oneo, naturally present. There-
fore, tfyou're plannmg to rear and 
prairie, it rrovide an excellent ite for 
uch re earch. 
W ha t qu estions pr·ovoke the re-
sea rch ? 
Dtane Dcbmskt, an ecologi tat 
lO\\ a tate Unl\ er tty, ha been con-
ductmg tudtc on butterfly diver it), 
abundance, and bcha\ tor for everal 
year Folio'' mg arc a few of the many 
que ttons that hm em p1red orne of the 
butterfly research under her dtrection: 
IV/uciJ ,\pecies of butler.flies 
appear to he sensiti1•e to habitat 
disturbance and the resulting frag-
mented landscapes? 
orne species arc con idered to be 
specialists. This means that they tend 
to di play trong preference for 
particularplanttypc ,land cape ,etc. 
Other pecie arc generalists and 
appear to thrt\ c under a variety of 
condition ·. As one mtght gue , the 
peciali t u uallydt 'play the tronge t 
rc pon c (often\\ tth a decline in 
release 
check' 
spectal 
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I 
reral release a lot of butterflies, it is good to 
lle first check with local agriculture extension Butterflies in Other Books: 
Your Pocket, by Butterfly Conservation r specialists before doing so. ' 
Steve Hendrix by Timothy R. New. 1997. e 
fij mto Ready, Set, GO! and Diane Butterfly Gardening 
Debinski , is an by the Xerces Society and the ;tomed Now that you ' re equipped with 
easy-to-use Smithsonian Institute. 1998. ould some butterfly basics, you ' re ready to 
:h the andinexpen- Handbook for Butterfly Watchers get outside and sec what you can find. 
sive pocket by Robert Michael Pyle. 1992. mron- Remember, you ' II have the most guide for 65 The Butterfly Book: A kid 's guide 
success observing butterflies on a Upper to attracting, raising, and keep -Gk that warm, sunny, windless day - and Midwest ing butterflies help what better way to spend such a day 
species. The guide shows sexual by Kersten Hamilton . 1997. )flu· than out and about in search of these differences, seasonal form s, and ue. 
""" inged Jewels?" 
when critical to identification, upper Live Butterfly Exhibits: area 
·erfltes and undersides of wings. Butter- Reiman Gardens, Ames, Iowa 
ICtng flies in Your Pocket is available (515) 294-8994 
for $9.95 in bookstores or directly Blank Park Zoo, Discovery Center, ea\th 
There- Amanda Hetrick is a masters stu- from the University of lowa Press Des Moines, Iowa (515) 285-4722 
and dent at Iowa State Um versity. by calling 800-621-2736. 
site for abundance) to habitat disturbances. Smith National Wildlife Refuge, for added benefits of nectar and host 
Examples of such Iowa specialist example). Often this requires intense plants for the butterfly community. 
~ re- species arc: pearl crescent, great managementofthe plant communi-
spangled fritillary, tiger swallowtail, ties. Goals of Future Research 
stat regal fritillary, great gray copper and Research findings are very 
neon- the gorgone checkerspot. Can grass filter s trips (60- to rarely straightforward and often 
~rsnv. 
' 
600-foot strips of land located generate more questions than they 
,eral Can the presence and abun- between crop fields and water answer. Even with rigorous data 
beman~ dance of certain bulleljl)' species courses) planted to native grass collection and analysis, conclusions 
meofthe act as indicators of prairie rest ora- and jlm-vering plants enhance the about how to mo t effectively 
• 
ectwn: lion success? value of agricultural lands for manage our land often elude us. 
This is a tricky question to answer. butterflies? Therefore, we rely on the cues from 
!es It's often difficult to pinpoint a precise We are just beginning to research trends or pattems in our data to lead 
it at reason why we see (or don't see) this question and anticipate these us in the pursuit of these answers. 
J fi·ao· certain butterfly species. However, grass fi Iter strips wi II enhance butter- Efforts to research and restore regal 
' 0 the regal fritillary, a prairie specialist, is fly populations without the mortality fritillruy populations will remain high 
·ed to be a good candidate. As our native problems associated with roadside on our list of priorities. In addition, 
1ey tend tallgrass prairies have been lost to plantings. The fi Iter strips are typi- we are interested in learning more human development and agriculture cally planted with switchgrass (Pani- abouthowwecan productively )f 
over the pa t few decades, Iowa cum virgatum) or brome (Bromus rna nage roadsides, grass fi Iter strips, 1es. etc. populations ofthis fritillary have inermis ). We expect that replacing and other habitat fragments in a and declined dramatically. Current studies these plantings with a mixture of manner that best serves the repro-i'Of 
• involve the effort to restore regal nattve prairie grasses and forbs may ductive success and survival of many s. the fritillary populations to areas that are work just a well at slowing down different butterfly pecies. tronge:,t 
undergoing prairie restoration (Neal erosion oftopsoi I and providing the 
- AH Lfl 
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www.e1ploreiowaparks.com 
he second annual "Explore Iowa Parks" program allows Iowans 
and nonresidents alike to earn prizes while camping at Iowa 
state parks. Campers can receive a free one-year subscription to 
the Iowa Conservationist, a free t-shirt or a chance at one of three 
grand prizes. See rules and registration form on pages 34 and 35. 
One ~ear of FREE camping in Iowa State Parks, 
Recreation Areas a no Forests. 
~~ 
Trek Mountain Bike (retail value $2.40) oonateo b~ 
:III<E Wo:lli> 
Receipts will be validated with the md1vidual parks 
Drawing held afterOct. 31, 2003 
Pikes Peak 
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iExplm:e Iowa Barks tmntir~ lForm 
Name __________________________________ ___ Please read the rules at right. Mail your camping 
registration forms (originals only) and this entry form 
together in one envelope to the address below by 
October 31 , 2003. 
Address, __________________________________ _ 
City _________ State _ ____.Zip ___ _ _ 
Phone number ____________________________ __ Explore Iowa Parks 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
Email address. ____________________________ _ 502 East 9th Street 
Des Moines, lA 50319-D034 
Total Number of Campgrounds Visited: ___ _ 
0 AA Call (1) 
0 Backbone (2) 
0 Bead's Lake (3) 
0 Bellevue (4) 
0 Black Hawk (5) 
0 Brushy Creek (6) 
0 Clear Lake (7) 
0 Dolliver Memorial (8) 
0 Elinor Bedell (9) 
0 Elk Rock (10) 
0 Fairport (11) 
0 Ft. Defiance (12) 
0 Geode (13) 
0 George Wyth (14) 
0 Green Valley (15) 
0 Gull Pt. complex* (16) 
0 Honey Creek (17) 
0 Lacey Keosauqua (18) 
0 Lake Ahquabi (19) 
Please check the parks you camped. See map below. 
16- -9 12 
0 Lake Anita (20) 
0 Lake Darling (21) 
0 Lake Keomah (22) 
0 Lake Macbride (23) 
0 Lake Manawa (24) 
0 Lake of 3 Fires (25) 
0 Lake Wapello (26) 
0 Ledges (27) 
0 Lewis & Clark (28) 
0 Mcintosh Woods (29) 
0 Maquoketa Caves (30) 
0 Nine Eagles (31) 
0 Palisades-Kepler (32) 
0 Pikes Peak (33) 
0 Pilot Knob (34) 
0 Pine Lake (35) 
0 Pleasant Creek (36) 
0 Prairie Rose (37) 
0 Preparation Canyon (38) 
a ,.., WOfnM 
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29 
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0 Red Haw (39) 
0 Rock Creek (40) 
0 Shimek Forest (41) 
0 Springbrook (42) 
0 Stephens Forest (43) 
0 Stone (44) 
0 Union Grove (45) 
0 Viking Lake (46) 
0 Volga River (47) 
0 Walnut Woods (48) 
0 Wapsipinicon (49) 
0 Waubonsie (50) 
0 Wildcat Den (51) 
0 Wilson Island (52) 
0 Yellow River (53) 
*Gull Pt. complex consists of Gull Point, 
Emerson Bay and/or Marble Beach camp-
grounds and only counts once. 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
HI 
Tra i 
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TRAVE 
( 
TRAVE 
form 
by 
~I!J~S 
1. Save the original copy of your camping 
registration form (the slip you put in the 
campsite post) each time you camp at a 
different one of the participating parks. 
2. To qualify for a free one-year subscription 
to the Iowa Conservationist magazine, you 
will need 5 original camping registration 
forms, all with the same name and address 
from 5 different participating parks. 
3. To qualify for a free t-shirt and a one- year 
subscription to the Iowa Conservationist 
magazine, you will need 7 original camping 
registration forms, all with the same name 
and address from 7 different participating 
parks. Limit one t-shirt per entry form. 
4. To qualify for the grand prize drawing, you 
will need 1 0 original camping registration 
forms, all with the same name and address 
from 10 different participating parks. 
Participants at this level also receive the 
one-year subscription and a t-shirt. 
5. Fill out the entry form at the left and mail 
it with your original camping registration 
forms to: 
Explore Iowa Parks -Iowa DNA 
502 East 9th Street 
Des Moines, lA 50319-0034 
Trailer Sales Inc. 
/tWn!ubli!~qy(l+j 
MOUNTAIN AlAE • KOUNTRY STAR 
AMERICAN STAR 
--
TRAVEL TRAILERS & 5TH WHEELS 
Ohl~lkce~ 
TRAVEL TRAILERS & 5TH WHEELS 
, . 
• ~r 
FOLDDOWNS 
) 
HEROLD 
Trailer Sal es In c. 
Family Owned and Operated since '64' 
1806 W. 2nd-Hwy. 92 West , Indianola, lA 
515-961· 7405 
The name and address on the entry form 
must be the same as the name and address 
on each of the camping registration forms. 
You must be 18 years or older to enter. 
Photocopies of camping registration forms 
will not be accepted. 
6. Do not mail your camping registration forms 
until you have finished participating. Make 
only one mailing with the correct number of 
camping registration forms and the entry 
form by October 31, 2003. 
7. The DNA will validate camping registration 
forms with the individual parks. 
8. Limit one entry per household. 
9. The DNA reserves the right to publicize and 
photograph for publication, in the Iowa 
Conservationist, the winners of the three 
grand prizes. 
10. Prizes will be awarded in time for Christmas. 
Arrangements will be made for the winners 
of the grand prizes to pick them up. All other 
prizes will be mailed by the DNA to the 
person whose name and address appears 
on the entry form. 
Need a place for your stuff? Need a 
wace for yourself? Come to Hardy 
U / 11 11 Fumtture and explore the 
great place.\ and \fWCes 11 e ha1·e to offer Call us or visit our website at 
www.hardylawnfurniture.com 
Yours e 
B!.l!!!! 
3710 Edgewood Rd. SW-Cedar Rapids • 868-224·3724 • Corner of Hwy 1 & 2181owa City • 800·557-2157 
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Old World Chocolate, 
New World Energy Source 
Des Moines Chocolate Store Adopts 
Geothermal Technology 
Article by Julie Tack • Photo by Clay Smith 
As the door open to a coz) ltttle 
chocolate store on Inger oil A\enue m 
Des Momes, one' ense are m tantly 
buumg wtth the charm and ambjenee 
of an old-world weet hop. 
At Chocolaterie tam, glas 
counter bnm w tth chocolate-co' ered 
nuts. gold-wrapped bars, pastel candte 
and e'very hape of truffle tmagmable. 
The -mell of coffee and cappuccino 
v. aft , a do the sound of customers 
placmg order for thetr '' eet -of-
chotec. 
Perhap the last sensory expen-
ence to regtster ts the feel of the cooL 
comfortable atr temperature in the 
store. At this pomt the new world 
meets the old world. 
Chocolaterie Starn is using a 
proven technology, geothermal heat 
pumps, for its heating and cooling 
needs. The energy source is both an 
economtcally and environmentally 
friendly solution for the small business. 
European Expertise Finds a 
Home in Des Moines 
Anthontus "Ton" Starn is the 
owner ofChocolaterie Starn. Originally 
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from the etherlands, tam moved to 
the Gnttcd tates 111 1988 a a financtal 
planner lIe came to De Moine in 
1992 
ll ts famtly has a century-old 
history of making chocolates m 
Am terdam, and lam decided to bring 
hts famtly trade to the Mtdwe t. In 
1998, he opened hts fir t chocolate 
tore at Valley 'Ne t l\Iall in We t De 
Momes lie no'' ha tore m Pella 
and on I ngcr oil A' enue m Des 
lo111cs, '' tth plan to open one more 111 
Wtnd or lletghh tht ummer. 
The Ingersoll A venue tore i 
sttuated on a bustltng tretch of street 
surrounded by re taurant , small 
offices. banks and shops. The building 
is decades-old, with several businesses 
occupying the space prior to 
Chocolatcne tam opening in 2000. 
tam not only brought his knowl-
edge of chocolate-making, but also his 
envtronmental a\\ a rene , from hi 
homeland. 
" I gre'' up 111 a culture that ts 'ery 
em tronmentall} <l\\ are because we 
had o many people 111 a' ery small 
space," atd tam. "We tend to be 
/ 
a\\ fully tnscnstlt\ c to the em Ironment 
here 111 the L mted tate<;." 
In 200?. tam dectded to establi h ' 
chocol.Hc-mn"-111g faclltty on the ups tam 
le\ el of the Ingcr..,oll store. The ex pan-
JOn '"ould double ht<:. butldmg · s stze to 
7 JOO r.,quarc feet. creatmg a need for 
addtttvnal energy sources. The space 
espcctally requtrcd adequate cooling to 
help'' ith the chocolatc-makmg process 
in hot summer months. 
A Proven Technology 
Geothermal heat pump systems rei; 
on the Farth 's constant temperature a 
a heat source and stnk. U mg loop of 
pipe buncd underground that tran fer 
ltqllld, the pumps absorb heat from the 
ltqutd dunng the\\ mter and dtsstpate 
heat from the butldtng during the 
summer. 
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Chocolaterie Starn is using a 
geothermal heat pump system to 
provide its heating and cooling 
needs. According to owner 
Antonius Starn (below) , he had 
the system installed primarily for 
its positive environmental impact, 
but hopes it will help the bottom 
line of his business as well. 
Construction began by drilling a 14-well-hole field in the parking lot of the 
store. It took approximately three weeks to drill the 250-foot holes and 
install the heat pump equipment. 
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Starns cont1nues to produce 
the1r delicious old world 
chocolates, only now in the 
comforts of geothermal 
heat1ng and cooling. 
The technology can lower 
heating and cooling bills by 20 to 
60 percent while enhancing 
comfort through constant, even 
temperatures and tmproved air 
quality. 
tam,"' ho lnes m Des 
Momes' herman HIll area. had 
teamed about geothermal 
. )' tern.., from a ne1ghbor "' ho had 
mstalled 1t m h1s home. The 
technology seemed like a good solut1on 
for tam' tore, espectally becau e of 
the potential energy sa\ ings. 
" I \\anted to find an altematl\e way 
to be smarter w1th resources," he said. 
tam contracted with Morrell 
Heating and Cooling in Waukee to 
install the geothermal system, with 
constructiOn begmning in February 
2003. Mon·ell dnlled a v,ell field in the 
tore's mall parking lot area, \\hich 
consisted of 14 "'ell holes, each 250 
feet deep. Oa' id Ouede, field opera-
tions manager for lorrell, said it took 
about three \veeks to complete the 
prOJeCt, mcludmg dnlling and heat pump 
eqlllpmcnt 1nstallat10n. 
The 16.5-ton system began supply-
ing heating and cooling for the building 
around April I. The total cost of the 
system was about $82,000, and Morrell 
predicts up to a 70 percent decrease in 
heating and cooling costs compared to 
pri01· bi lis, not taking into consideration 
the space expansion. 
Sweet Success 
According to tam, he and custom-
ers already sense a noticeable differ-
ence 111 the comfort level in the building. 
He hopes to see a decline in energy 
3 8 lm•J ( on~cr\,tlonn"t • \ l.ty June 2003 
CO':'!h dunng the 
next C\ era I 
month<) 
" I d1d th1s first and foremost 
because of the pOSitive emironmental 
1mpacts," sa1d tam, "but l hope it will 
eventually help the bottom line as 
well." 
In add1t1on, the chocolate maker 
\\as able to replace an old, crumbling 
cement parkmg lot\\ 1th cobblestone 
that adds to the ae thet1cs and charm 
of the store. 
A Solution for Io·wa Homes 
and Businesses 
Geothem1al heat pump systems are 
bccommgan mcrcasmglypopular 
option for small businesses in Iowa. 
Diane I Jansen, trade account manager 
with Alliant Energy, estimates at least 
120 businesses have adopted geother-
mal in their service tenitory. 
" It 's becoming popular because 
small businesses arc looking for the 
Learn More 
best effic1cncy." aid Hansen. "It 
means more off their bottom line." 
"There's so much technology 
available today that helps us conserve 
resources," said tam. " I need to be 
conccmcd about the sunivability of my 
bu me -lO years from noV\, not just in 
the short-term, and th1 type of technol-
ogy help en ure my long-term suc-
ce s " 
tam 1 al o planning to in tall a 
geothermal heat pump ystem at his 
hennan Hill home thts ummer. 
Th1s old\\ orld chocolate makens 
demonstrat111g the mat1 busine s 
results that can be accompli hed 
through new world energy choices. 
Julie Tacf.. is an energl' information 
specialist /or the department in Des 
/lfoines 
For more mformat10n about geothermal heat pump ystcms, \ istt these web sites: 
Iowa Ileal Pump Assoctation at '"'''" .iaheatpump.org 
Alliant I~nergy's Geothem1al Office at www.alliantencrg) geothcrmal.com 
Iowa Department of Natural Re ources at ww" .io" adnr.com/cnergy/ 
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A Watershed Awareness and 
River Expedition 
~ ~
• 
.A. 
Imagine if you will, canoeing 
through limestone bluffs on a beautiful 
spring day-sunny skies, calm 
water, breathtaking scenery and the 
sound of your paddle dipping gently 
into the cool water. The ambiance 
generates a renewed appreciation 
and admiration oflowa' s spectacular 
naturalresources- resourcesthat 
are often taken for granted and 
selfishly exploited. 
Now imagine that what you just 
experienced occurred on the 
Maquoketa River during the first 
weekofJune2003. Turn that dream 
into a reality by taking part in Project 
A.W.A.R.E! This first-of-its-kind 
journey will takeplacefromSunday, 
• 
June 1, to Sunday, June 8. Starting at 
Backbone State Park and finishing 
near its confluence with the Missis-
sippi River, the trip will span nearly 
the entire length of the Maquoketa 
River, focusing on watersheds and 
how they affect water quality. Partici-
pants on the trip are encouraged to 
pick up streamside trash, attend 
nightly evening programs and have the 
time of their lives! 
The trip is co-hosted by the 
IOWATERCitizen Water Quality 
Monitoring Program and the 
Department ofNatural Resources' 
KEEPERS OF THE LAND 
Volunteer Program. 
For registration forms, daily 
schedule and further information 
check out the DNR website at 
www .iowadnr.com or contact Tom 
ONeill at (515)281-4539, 
(515)281-6794 (Fax); or by email 
at tom.oneill@dnr.state.ia.us 
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Have you 
Hooked 
Your Kids 
Today? 
Article by Bernard Schonhoff 
Photo by Clay Smith 
40 l<mJ ( onscn,lllom>t • 1\lay June ~003 
You enjoy fishing, it has been a 
fa vori tc past time of yours for years, 
but have you taken the time to hook 
your kids on fishing? 
Today's children are the future of 
fishing. If you want good fishing w hen 
you retire, you need to make sure your 
children lo' c fishing as much as you 
do. They wil l be the ones buying 
licenses to support the resource and be 
willing to fight for fishing in the future. 
That's the selfish way to look at 
why to hook your kids on fishing. The 
other, and arguably more important 
reason, is sharing the enjoyment that 
comes with fishing. Remember all the 
wonderful times you had at your 
favorite fishing hole? 
Teaching a youngster to fish can be 
frus trating -· and rewarding - at the 
same time. It takes time and patience, 
but so does anything involving kids. 
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Most anglers go through stages. 
The first is simply wanting to catch a 
fish. The second stage is wanting to 
catch a lot of fish, followed by the 
desire to catch trophy fish or use an 
unorthodox method to catch fish. The 
fourth , and final , stage is fishing for 
the pure pleasure of it. 
To be considered a "true" angler 
you have to make it to at least the 
second stage. Some anglers stay at 
this stage, and some graduate to the 
final stage and stay there. Others 
move up and down the stages de-
pending on the situation and mind set 
of the angler. 
The key is getting your children 
to the second stage. If you get there, 
they ' 11 be part of the angler fraternity 
-most likely for life. The question 
is how do you get your children there. 
If you start children out young 
enough, it really isn' t that hard. 
42 hma Cnn'""·" '"""' • \1 ,1y June 2003 
Chi ldrcn arc cunous, and they imitate 
thmgs they see adult doing. Start 
your kids fishing even before they 
can do their own casting. Take them 
when the action is fairly fast , other-
wise they will lose interest quickly. 
It's better to take them when the 
blucgills arc hitting rather than on a 
musky outing. 
Some kids take to fishing easier 
than others. Don ' t make the mistake 
of forcing the kids to fish longer than 
they want to. Children often have 
short attention spans and move on to 
other things like playing with the bait, 
trying to paddle the boat or simply 
wanting to quit. When that happens, 
it's time to mo\e on to something 
else. Otherwise boredom will set in 
and the fun of the adventure may be 
lost. 
Even though quitting when the 
fish arc still biting can be frustrating 
for you. it's probably the best thing 
for the young angler. I remember a 
few years ago fishing for bluegill at 
Lake Geode with my kids. We had 
found a nice little cove with fish that 
were more than willing to cooperate. 
In fact, every time the kids cast, a 
bluegill would grab the \Vax worm 
and pull the bobber under just as the 
float settl 
keepmg _ 
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ast, a 
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t as the 
float settled in the water. We were 
keeping some of the bluegills for our 
supper, and some were going back, 
but it was really fast and furious 
fishing. I couldn't even get a line out 
because I was too busy untangling 
lines, removing deeply hooked fish 
andre-baiting for the kids. After 
about an hour, my youngest son 
Rathbun Lake, Iowa's Ocean 
Rathbun Lake is great for camping, water 
sports, and sailing. There are many places to 
stay, to shop and to visit while you are here. 
We are set for some exc1ting and quality Crapp1e angling. Expect many crapp1e 7 -10 inches or better 
Rathbun Lake IS also one of the prem~er 
lakes 1n Iowa for Walleye fish1ng. Annually 
anglers harvest between 5000 and 10,000 fish 
Most of these f1sh are 1n the 15 to 21 1nch 
range, but many trophy siZe fish are ava1lable 
F1sh1ng on Rathbun Lake 1n 2003 
looks to be outstand1ng 1n terms of numbers of 
fish available. Come on down and join anglers 
from all over the United States in enjoying one 
of Iowa's truly great fishery resources. 
For a free visitors guide call 641 -932-5108 or 1·800-611 ·3800 
Email rathbunlake@sirisonline.com Website www.rathbunlakeassoc.com 
turned to me and 
said "Dad, I don't 
want to fish 
anymore. My arm 
hurt." What do 
you do when you 
have wi II ing fish, 
but the kid is 
through? Natu-
ral ly, I upped 
anchor and 
thanked God for 
such a memorable 
day. 
Taking your 
kids fishing can 
lead to many such 
memorable occasion . . One of my 
favorite 1 aft htng \ acation \\ ith the 
family ome time ago. I like to try and 
take each of the kids out fishing for 
some quality one-on-one time. The 
fishing had been fairly good, and the 
older boys and I had been out in the 
boat everal time . 
My daughter hadn't been too 
interested in gotng out in the boat, but 
was happy fishing for the bluegill and 
yellow perch around the docks. That 
evening I asked her if she would like 
to go fishi ng with me in the boat. She 
said "Yeah daddy" and ran off to get 
her rod, tackle box and life jacket. 
~~~~Po~er.b~ 
I"ERC.UB~ 
A we were walking down to the 
boat, he broke away from me and 
ran O\ er to the resort O\\ ner and 
satd, 'Tm going FRJOU fi hing 
"'ith my dad." I hope that's the most 
serious fishing I ever have to do. 
Teaching your kids to love fishing 
can be a very rewardtng experience 
and lead to a lifetnne of enjoyment. 
Remember to hug those ktd but 
don't forget to hook them too. 
Bernard Schonho.ff is a fisheries 
biologist for the department at the 
Fairport Fish HatcheiT. 
. ' . 
~TREME COAT 
liJJFftlJ~ ~ftlJCtJ 
400 S. Expressway, Council Bluffs, lA 
712-366-9055 
Building A 
Better 
Tackle Box 
by AI Fo ter 
ft didn't take much to convince 
me to go fishmg \\hen I v. as a kid. 
An tn\ ttation to breakfast at the 
local grea y poon v.as alltt took. 
ometimes it dtdn 't even take that 
much . A knock on the bedroom 
door and a simple "You better get 
dressed if you want to go fi hing" 
from my dad "'a enough 
The target v.a usually bull-
head - and tf \Ve were lucky -
channel catfi h. Despttc ""hat 
other may think, I still hold a 
fondnes in my heart for the under-
appreciated bullhead. ft' not so 
much the qual tty or quanttty offish, 
but the memone I have of pend-
mg a lazy day on the bank"" tth m} 
dad that I cheri h mo t. 
Computer game and cable 
television compete for the free time 
of today' youth. Gi\cn their 
fascmation with electrontc gadgetry, 
tt take more and more to keep a 
child occupted and tntcrested. But tf 
you take the time to mtroduce your 
ktds to the simple pleasure of 
lishing, you can create orne of the 
same memories I so vtvtdly recall 
from my younger days. Here' 
some tip on hO\\ to do JU t that. 
Tackle Box 
Giving a child hts or her own 
tackle box creates a tangible 
connection to the sport and gives 
kids a reason to go fi htng. It' like 
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giving a child a bike. At some point, 
he or she will want to ride it. 
There is no need to Ii II the tackle 
box with expensive crankbaits and 
spoons, or specialized walleye rigs. 
Simplicity is the key with kids, and 
their own, private tackle box should 
re flect that. A handful of jigs, a few 
hooks, a couple bobbers, an assort-
ment of weights and plenty of brightly 
colored plastic jigs and worms will 
help fill the tackle box without 
emptying your pocket. Give each 
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Free fishing clinics are 
scheduled around Iowa for 
2003. Activities vary at each 
clinic and may include fish 
identification, how to operate 
a reel , different ways to cast, 
knot tying, how to handle fish, 
bait presentations and 
different fish cleaning 
methods. For a complete list of 
fishing clinics around the state 
visit our website at 
www.iadnr.com. 
child a "special" lure, maybe from 
your earlier fi shing days, that serves 
as the ir own "secret weapon." Throw 
in a cheap tape measure, a pair of 
pliers and a 25-cent nylon stringer so 
the child "owns" a tackle box just like 
mom and dad's. Don 't forget let the 
child take an active role in buying and 
building his or her own tackle box. 
There's nothing wrong with 
adding a few small toys for when the 
fishing is s low. But keep in mind, the 
plasti c jig bodies, rubber worms and 
., 
tape measure serves the same 
purpose. You 'd be surprised how 
much time a child can spend 
measuring sticks, animal tracks and 
anything else. Sometimes I even 
bring along an old crow call, owl 
hooter or deer grunt tube. They 
may not do much for the peace and 
tranquility of the day, but it keeps 
the child focused on nature. And 
it 's worth it to hear the laughter 
when they make a "funny" sound. 
Snacks 
No trip to the lake is complete 
without snacks- and plenty of 
them. There 's just something 
special about having a picnic at the 
lake, even ifit 'sjust bologna 
sandwiches, chips and pop. 
Limiting trips 
Bernard Schon hoff, in his 
accompanying article, makes some 
great po ints regarding the whens 
and how-longs of those first fishing 
trips. An early spring walleye trip is 
not necessarily the best time to 
take a youngster fi shing. The 
: fishing can be slow, and the 
-3 weather is always uncooperative. 
~ Spring is better, when panfish are 
in shallow spawning and are more 
willing to bite. 
Short and sweet should be the 
philosophy for those initial trips. 
When interest wanes, take a few 
minutes to explore the nearby 
timber or fie lds, or s imply pack up 
and go home. 
1 don ' t remember much about 
my video game playing days, but I 
do vividly reca ll the days on the 
lake with my dad. Memories like 
that last forever. Make some for 
yourself today. 
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Wapsi Canoe 
319-334-4933 
Independence, lA 
Life 1s Short -
/.J-::J .rfrf , a Ha 
_.,.... .. -
Iowa 
Archery 
Awlwn:.ed 
Hm t U5A Deale1 
* 
820 1\onh John \\d) nc l>mc 
\\ tnlcrsct, It\ 50271 
515-462-6788 
Spook Cave & 
Campground 
7 mrles West of 
McGregor, Hwy. 18 
www.spookcave.com 
563-873-2144 
Mansion Inn 
B&B 
•. 1 
500 Hurn St /<. eo.\lllltfllll, /A 
319-293-2511 ()I 
800-6-16-0166 
II '\I 
Elitninate Your Heating Bills 
CL.ASSIC Outdoor Wood Furnace 
• ToW ,_.t lot ~ y no n lhO,. poo. OOI'ne'.o.IC watef ana more 
• lif'W'I\IIeh "' e! :y lnd b. ~ by h bwSI wan&nly ~ 1ne W"'J-stly 
• AdapjJ ea lily It 1}' e• IQ ~ •& .,; iY'l I 
Wood 
Oil• LP 
Natural Gas 
A•k abO\It the"""" Ou .. 
Eliminate Your Hooting Bills 
"Buyd>Q a ClaS$• Centra• Bol•., """ol 
1M /)<J$1 d<IOS<On~ I """" modo~ I lod"" a 
''" 1upp1y ol..ood '"my,., arwJ hoi 
Wlt•r C0$1 me .zero Sine» mt.IJ/IIng tiHI 
boo,.r I ,.ved botwoen $300 and $400 per 
monllt Don P CT Fuel Opt1on now •vaU.abMI 
ThOfl)'s No C/onnor, SIJfor Way to Hoar w l rh Wood "" 
Central Boiler 
800·248·4681 • www.centralboiler.com 
Cole's Outdoor Wood Stoves 
Pla1nf1eld lA • 319-276-3085 
For over 100 years, we've been bringing 
people together with the outdoors. 
4723 West Lincoln Way 
Ames. Iowa 
M-F 9-8 Sat.-Sun. 11-6 
515-292-2276 
I 
., ,. 
Three Fingers 
Campground 
Forest C1ty, lA 
641-581-5856 
NW on County Blacktop 842 
Camp in comfort -
Stay in our cabins 
11-fi// Crn·J. - Paul/111a /'\ 
/)ox Cra/... "Stlllu rlaml !A 
O'Brien Co. 
Con ervation Board 
~' bnen..:ount t:.on 
<Xd'~ • 011e .:..:om net 
7l2-448-225-l 
R eUtee.t-~(J, 
Field tri41 & Gun dog Training 
Brtck H~jhk 
Box 35b 
Rock" cU lA 504<>9 
64!- K~2-42~K 
Hunt's Cedar River 
Campground 
Rrght on Cedar Rrver rn T1pton 
1-80 & Hwy 38 1\ L 
lntersect1on of ~ 
563-946-2431 ' ll J ' [4) 
Canoeing 
Camping 
Kay a king 
SevenOaksRec.com 
L 
Boone, lA 
515-432-9457 
AI Loebig Marine 
_,IERCURY ~ The Water Calls 
RLUMRCRRFf 
2250 Amc!> Ave., Wesley, lA 
515-679-4432 
Future Gun Show Dates and Locations 
Trade Show Productions 
606 South Front St. Montezuma, Iowa 50171 
Phone: (641) 623-0080 Fax: (641 ) 623-5672 
Toll Free : (877) 623-9364 
Web S1te· www.gunshowtsp com E-ma1l le1ghw@pcpartner net 
Show Hours Fnday 5 00 PM-9 00 PM 
Saturday· 9·00 AM-5 00 PM Sunday 9 00 AM-3 00 PM 
Hawkeye Downs 
Cedar Rapids, lA 
June 6-8,2003 
September 12-14, 2003 
Iowa State Fairgrounds 
Des Moines, lA 
June 20-22, 2003 
September 26-28, 2003 
Discover 
F. W. Kent Park 
1,082 Acres of Natural Beauty 
3 miles West of Tiffin, Iowa on U.S. Hwy. 6 
Folloll' th£• s1gm from 1-80 
~' Westbound- Tiffin futt 237 or Lastbowul - Oiford Ent 230 
Trails, Pramc .... Wetland.,, 1'-orc ... t. 
Fishrng. P1cmc Shelters. Pia) ground, 
./1. Life guarded Beach. Campground open Ma) I 0 - O\ . 1 
' 319-645-2315 
www.john on-county.com/con crvation 
• 
\ 
' ( 
•fu 
\ Q1 
5 
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S&J Marine TMI l UI l Ull I I OU o• IMI WA ll~ 
5611 2nd Ave. 
Des Mo1nes 
515-283-2391 
Sales & Serv1ce 
Mercury Outboards, MerCrUiser 
Sterndnves/lnboards, Palm Beach Pontoons. 
Marada Power Boats 
Marketplace 
Cam in Guide 
Bluff Uarbor Marina 
Just North of Great River Bndge 
N Front St Burlington Iowa 
888-917 3627 ¥ 319 753-2590 
• Full ~ervice Marit1a 
• J..ligher Level of ~ervice 
• Lower Price 
www.bluffharbor.com 
j!§E!!~lff!Y 
comfort e.~(\ L d 
· r;s- "'' s o ge 
'> ~'3-
""'0 o''" J ........ 
""'> ~ NMtled In Mt Stc.-rhna. 
Iowa, )U)t 10 m1IM from 
KNKauqu• and wk~ Suat"ma. our qUit"! 
lod!IC ~~ pcrfcc;t for outdoor cnthu>la~u 
E•ch of our SIX un1ts featurc.-s a full kitChen, 
bath , TV. outdoor snll •nd plt-nty of sl~lni 
for four Community wa~hcr /dl')'cr, l<e 
mach1nt" hrc.- p1t and ch"'t frt>eZt"f mak<' 
your ~tay •t"fY omfortable. 
319-494-7737 
MT STERLING lA • VAN BUREN COUNTY 
Learn Taxidermy 
7 -week complete course or 
weekend classes on deer. 
ftsh, btrds, and mammals 
Hutton Valley 
School of Taxidermy 
Roger Hutton, owner/instructor 
2514 V1ctory Lane 
St Charles, lA 50240 
641 ·396·2760 
huttontx@ net1ns.net 
Randy's Bluffton 
Store & Campground 
CANOE & KAYAK LIVERY 
Bluffton, lA (563)735-5738 
• I lome: of " Light up the Bluff" 
(t:ountry v .. e~h.:m concert'>) 
• Nc:v .. fcncc:d &. hghted playground 
• RV ekctical a\ a1lablt: 
• let: wid bt:\t:rage' & 'nacb 
• oon & C\Cntng meab 
• Modem ~hO\\t!Nrt!'>troom facthllt!'> 
• Along the Uppet IO\\a RJ\ er 
(Bar clmed on Monday'>) 
www bluffcounty com/randy htm 
1\la~ June 2003 
WINTERSET CITY PARK 
CAMPGROUND 
Large Level S ite~ 
Electric (50/30/ 15 amp) 
Water I ewer Hook-up\ 
Shower~ and Rc\troom~ 
Enter at E. Court and I Oth t. 
wnn of I CU') t lrum 
(515) 462-3258 
L1mtted Ed1tlon 
Fme Art Pnnt 
Tlus pe.1cefu pamtmg 
called "\\mter Sereruty 
takes ~e> to a more s1mpl<' 
place .md tun<'. A h:lpp) 
fruml) enJO)'> a cnsp 
C'\erung ~U the ch1ldren 
try the1r ne-. u.:c 'kat~ 
Order no" and enJO)' a 
spcctal >Ummer pncc of 
S9S (reg SIOS). 
trlu' Sl < •horrm~ ond ~"'II 
Send ch('( l llf lfkWU~) onkr hl 
Greg RamSt) \rt 
P.O Bod40011 
Om a ba, ' F' 68154-4!0 II 
HIGH BANKS RESORT 
ON LAKE WINNIBIGOSHISH 
17645 N H1gh Banks Ad NE Deer A1ver, MN 56636 
218-246-2560 Res 1-800-365·2560 
PERCH!! PERCH!! PERCH!! 
Lake Access with Plowed Roads! 
•:• Modern Housekeeping Cabins 
•:• Pool Table & Pinball 
•:• Full Cocktai l Bar w/Hot Food 
•:• Bait , Convenience Items & Liquor Carry Out 
Look us up on the internet at: www.highbanks.com 
Visit us on the web at: www.lassoerv.com 
SALES • SERVICE • PARTS 
12942 Amber Ad X44, Anamosa. lA 52205 
Ph. 319-462-3258 • 1-800-798-3511 
Excellent selections for snowbirds headmg to warmer cllmates -
for those of you who are not, see us for all your winter needs 
VAN 'S 
TAXIDERMY 
STUDIO 
641-792-3884 
NEWTON, lA 
J OHN V r.1 D S Hr TAXIDERMIST 
•30 YEARS ExPERIENCE. 
Largc~t 1mentory of 
tymg tool.., and ~upphe 
1n the Cedar Valley area. 
~pc:uah11ng 10 panh'>h & trout Jig~ 
3 19-279-3219 
Box 11 • 40'l 5th Street Place 
Readlyn. lA 50668 
D} tytng4u@hotmail.com 
eo-~ ~s 
lhe· lllliJl• C p t.l 
,.,, . 11nd .lpl'o ro uch ~ 
.,..;"!':... 414 81g Ftllll Rt.l A -
.. . . , w ..... es 
!:~;, .~.;. 1\lonuna. I \ 5.2159 , 
~ • Fleas 
~.,u,,.,;- Boxelder Bugs ~ 
Ju..,t Call 
1-800-634-4785 
VISI1 LAKE 
Ladybugs 
more 
VERMILION 
NORTHERN MINNESOTA 
WALLEYE 
NORTHERN 
BASS MUSK!£ 
Vacatton tnfo on 38 re..,ort.., 
1200 male., of ..,tructure 
165 !<,land.., 
1-800-648-5897 
i takevermilionresorts.com I 
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We Buy Used RV's For Cash 
Financing 
Avallable 
13.13 Fontana Bhd. 
llwy. ISO S or li :vlcron 
I mile from Fonrann Park 
HAZlETON 
lA S%41 
8:30·5:30 Mon.·FrL 
8:30-6:00 Thurs. 
8:30·5:00 sat. 
1:00-3:00 Sundays 
during camping season 
319-636-9191 
Toll Free 
an-636-9191 
Honeycreek Campground 
• Year Round Campmg 
• Visll our store-for all your camping needs. 
We have volleyball cou11s, basketbaJI 
cou11s. horse!>hoe ptts, a swimming pool 
and a fully stocked batt & tackle shop. 
One mtle from the Missouri River, 
18 miles from Omaha, 20 to 30 minutes from several lake~ 
28120 145th St. • Crescent, Iowa 
For reservations call 712-545-9400 
Tht PfiUtt' iSO ATV and lbt MULE" 1000 seru:s h.ove ornved-l'ath wllh 1ts own liquid-cooled V-Tw1n 11111 cort Tht 
P111nt iSO 11 1'-t most powct1ul ATV m tht mduslty. Wllh a body slrong enough lo bandit all lilt lorqut mstdt 11 
Tht frtUU: 1000 lttlea hu tho sloeknt. most sporty cuntes of any u11hty nhJcle. plustht power to h10l 100 ••unds And 
tow up It 1100 You II nt.er lind tnt1tl••11 ~In hh thum And. you'll only (md them al your local K•wu.akt tlullf 
COUNCIL BLUFFS 
T1m 0 Ne1ll Mororspons 
www 11mone1llmororspons com 
800.432-9355 
FORT DODGE 
Racmg Unllm11ed Kawasaki 
www racmgunllmlled com 
515-995-6000 
DES MOINES 
S1ruthers Brothers Kawasaki 
5191 NW 2nd Ave. 
888-816-FAST 
HUBBARD 
Hornung Cycle Center 
Hwy 65 South 
64 1-864·3253 
AVOCA 
Holtz Kawasaki 
331 West H•gh 
888·803-7693 
Kawasaki 
Let the good lllllC\ roll 
CXlOOJIU•u.aiJ Moten Corp US A. ~.,.as.aL Al\fs • ~ tf'9•0190o: and oilllbcN'e :ew:u:14cidrw4 Y .._ ,... C; lt. ytNII 
olegt Of oHH K,.twJ;S&kj a!3o IOWIWI44IdiiNI Alii ATV I"'IOtti:IJ;e I li'U'Wig aJU'M Fot ~ ftorma'tle:ln IN yQ411 00.-JOI Of c:.llhe 
A tv S&Hoty lncS:titiJit at' ...,_.7-2817 wamm AJ)(• r.anbe twNTh"IQ SIWik Fq J'9t" w.rr....Atwm ...,. ,..,.,., nt~ 
""'
1 od 9"9*M;fr.UII2f'G N~ I.P'''f't!ll"" bl«xm tJQI "'J)n lbo d!t«p g4 drugl 01' ~Jt'IC !):it m p~ SI.PA'rt: 
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Marketplace 
Cam in Guide 
MID STATE RV Family owned for 20+ years 
• Your towable specialist • 
MOBILE SUITES 
SUNNYBROOK 
FOUR WINDS 
CUB 
and other ne11 and pre01med ( 515 262 0821 ) 
Expandable~ · Tratlers • Fifth\\ heel\ .._ __ -__ -___ _.... 
Easr to find- 1 mi south of 1-80 on NE 14th St., Des Momes, lA 
SERVICE • ACCESSORIES • SALES 
l\4adison. Co'-'-n.t_y Parks 
Modern Caxnping, Hiking, Shelter Rentals 
IP'ull>liic Hunting, Fishing. Canoeing. Much M'OJ~e'!l 
Only 40 minutes southlWst of lks Moines . 
Pammel State Park ~~'"'• 
• Modern Camping/Shower s 
• Weekend Nature Programs 
• G r eat River F ishing 
• Lodge R enta l Yurt Sl~eplng Cabins Coming Latc:r Thls Summ~r. 
Slup 6, A C/IIwl, KHchtndt~ 
12 Other County Par ks with G reat Hunting, Fishing 
a nd O utdoor Recr eationa l Op portunities. 
www 
RV Safety 
& Education 
Program 
THE TRANSPORTATION 
-.--•INSTITUTE 
Classroom and Hands-on, total 16 hours. 
No RV, No Problem! Equipment of most vanettes available. 
Program includes: Motor Homes A, B. & C, Ftfth-Wheel Trailers, 
Travel Trailers, all sizes. Use of your own RV ts encouraged, it 
allows you to become more famthar wtth your RV For costs and 
Schedules please call: 1-800·353· 7 483 
RKS PROFILE 
Article by Todd Carrick 
and Gary Poen 
Photo by Clay Smith 
As the old saymg goes, 
"change 1s good." That 1s \\hat 
the staff at V1king Lake tate 
Park 1s countmg on as they head 
mto the 2003 recreat1on season. 
Located four miles east of 
Stanton on Iowa Highway I 15, 
Viking Lake is considered by 
locals as one of Iowa's best-kept 
secrets, although park visitation 
numbers say otherwise. 
In 1951, the Iowa Con erva-
tJon Comm1ssion, a predecessor 
of the current Iowa DNR, 
allocated money to purchase land 
to estabhsh a state park. In 1957 
V1kmg Lake State Park was 
officially dedicated. 
hm ,J ( llnscr. Jltc>rml • !\Ia) Jun~ 2003 
foday, more than 50 years 
~1nce 1ts conceptiOn, Viking Lake 
has undergone orne much-
needed 1111pro\ ement . Much of 11 
came thanks to \ 1 ttor comment 
cards 1dent1fymg tmpro\ ement 
and addttJOnal facihlle or er-
\ 1ces the public \\anted at the 
rark From public input, along 
\\ tth other formal di cussions, a 
Vikmg Lake Renewal Plan 'A as 
developed. 
The first item on the plan 
cal led for the replacement of the 
existing concession building. With 
he! p from a $24 7,000 Land and 
Water Con ervatton Fund 
awarded by the ational Park 
en ICC, constructiOn crews broke 
ground in spnng 200 l. In May 
2002 the new combined conce -
s1on and restaurant officially 
opened. The newly constructed 
buildmg prO\ tde an mdoor 
re tau rant\\ tth a family-style 
atmosphere that boast a pictur-
esque \ te\\ of the lake and 
urroundmg sccncl) 
Pontoon . canoe , fi hmg 
boat and hydro-btkes can be 
rented from the conce ionaire. 
The conce. sl0na1rc al o sell 
snacks, campmg upplies, and bait 
and tackle that"'' til light up any 
angler 's eyes. The new building 
also provide rest room facilities 
inside and outside the building. 
Beach goers will al o find a rinse 
station, a handicapped-accessible 
sidewa lk leading tO\\ ards the 
beach and a CO\ ercd he Iter. 
The campground also Sa\\ 
ub tanttal changes. The original 
campground erv-cd the camper 
well in early year . but\\ tth 
today's larger recreational units. 
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it could no longer properly and 
safely accommodate the bigger 
rigs. The electrical system and 
rest room facilities had started to 
show their age and presented 
some type of maintenance 
problem almost weekly. 
A number of campsites were 
originally situated on steep 
inclines, which posed unsafe 
conditions for campers. It was 
not uncommon on busy weekends 
to see the front ends of camping 
units parked on some of these 
less-popular campsites raised 
several feet off the ground. In 
fact, there would be times when 
LEFT: Camping 
and fishing are 
two of the top 
activities at Viking 
Lake State Park. 
ABOVE : Walking 
through the newly 
renovated 
campground 
visitors will find 
beautiful scenes. 
RIGHT: Take a 
swim or rent a 
boat from the 
concessionaire. 
visitors would not have enough 
blocking material to raise their 
camper's front-end and would be 
forced to use all sorts of unsafe 
objects. One camper actua lly 
used rocks and split firewood for 
blocking material , which we 
corrected by offering him a safer 
alternative. 
Because of this and a host of 
other dilemmas, the decision was 
made to renovate the entire 
campground, an extreme move 
that had never before been taken 
at an existing campground. It 
required removing all the build-
ings, roads, electrical, plumbing 
and camp pads. 
In the fall of 200 I, the three 
park staff members began tearing 
out the old. The work began 
before any construction projects 
were awarded, which saved both 
money and time. Much of the 
winter was spent tearing down 
buildings, removing electrical wire 
and fire grills and trying to 
salvage rock from the old camp 
pads. Contracts for the camp-
ground renovations were final-
ized in the spring 2002, and on 
June 12 the first of many pieces 
of heavy equipment was fired up 
to begin the major overhaul. 
Campers and park visitors 
who come to Viking Lake this 
summer, especially those who 
have visited before, will be 
amazed at the changes. The 
road layout has changed signifi-
cantly. The campground has 
been expanded west, offering a 
scenic overlook of the lake and 
main campground. There arc 
now 22 full hook-up sites, along 
with nine "buddy sites," allowing 
two campers to park side-by-
side with their doors facing each 
other and a fire pit to share. 
Convenience also factored 
into the new campground design. 
Forty-one hydrants were strate-
gically placed throughout the 
campground to make getting 
water quick and easy. There are 
also two sewer dump stations. 
Electric sites were designed to 
accommodate larger units with 
slide-outs, and still have ad-
equate free space. In addition, 
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all 94 electnc stte are equtpped 
' ' tth 50-amp breakers and have 
been leveled to make tt qUicker 
and caster to etup. 
Campground users wtll also 
enJOY the luxury of two newly 
erected handicapped-acces tble 
rest room and shower buildtngs. 
For those who like to "rough it," 
there are 26 non-electric sites tn 
close proxtmtty to water and rest 
room facll tt tes. 
The new and tmproved 
campground was opened during a 
ded tcatton ceremony held May 
17. 
Future projects planned at 
Vtking Lake include the con-
structton of a shelter house in 
the ptcntc area . The shelter wil l 
have an enclosed serving area 
and rest room fac1h ty and will 
be ava ilable to the public for 
rent Propo ed constructton date 
for tht · proJect 1s the fall of 
2003 Other future project 
mclude st>- leeper cabi ns that 
may be avatlable year-round. 
In add1t10n to camping, 
fi shtng sttl l remain one of the 
top reasons people visi t Viking 
Lake. Bass, bluegill, crappie 
and channel catfish are the most 
sought-after pecies. ln 1998, 
RIGHT: Visitors can rent pontoon boats for the 
day. 
ABOVE: From snacks to bait, visitors can find 
several items at the newly remodeled concession 
stand . 
the lake vvas lo\\. cred and cedar 
trees, stake beds and nprap 
were added to the lake to 
enhance the fishcnes, which is 
provmg successful. 
Last year also saw a change 
tn fishenes management at Viking 
Lake. As part of a five- to six-
year study, I ,800 walleye ranging 
from 8 to I 0 mchcs were stocked 
m an effort to control the yellow 
bass populatton. Although yellow 
bass have thctr place m some 
\vaters, they arc not v.elcome at 
V tkmg Lake B10logtsts are 
hopmg the \va llcye can help 
reduce the ycllov\ bass popula-
tton. 
Vtkmg Lake is al o becoming 
a hot spot for ice anglers, evident 
by the record number of anglers 
last winter. Some of the attrac-
tion may be do in part to the 
uccessful fishtng anglers experi-
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enced, and the good news 
traveled fast. 
Camping and fishing aren't 
the only opportunities the park 
offers. There are several miles 
of scenic hiking opportuni ties, 
allowing visitors of all ages to 
experience the joys of wi ldlife 
with all of its new and 
future renovations, will 
offer park visitors of all 
ages an enriching experi-
ences now and for years 
to come 
tgmg viewing, as well as cross-country 
eked ski ing and snowmobil ing for the 
llow 
llow 
at 
a-
mmg 
ident 
]ers 
IC· 
pen-
winter enthusiast. Visitors can 
also enjoy interpretive programs 
offered this year. Contact staff 
for specific times and dates. 
Whether you ' re a first timer 
or frequent vis itor, Viking Lake, 
Todd Carrick is the 
p ark manager and 
Gmy Poen is the park 
ranger at Viking Lake 
State Park. 
Swimmers can cool off on a hot day at 
the beach, where a nearby concession 
stand offers rereshments and boat rental . 
VIKING LAKE AT A GLANCE 
LOCATION: Located at 2780 Viking Lake Road, approximately four miles from Stanton. 
FISIDNG: The 137-acre lake was built in 1957 and features numerous bays and points along four 
and one-half miles of shoreline. It is well -stocked with crappies, bluegill , bass, bullheads and catfish. 
CAMPING: Newly renovated and reopened this year. The 94 e lectric campsites feature 50-amp 
breakers and new level pads to accommodate the 
larger units. Modem rest rooms and showers. 
Playground located in campground. 
TRAILS: Six miles of hiking trails provide 
excellent views of the park's natural features. The 
one-mile long Bur Oak Nature Trail has an accom-
panying booklet that provides insight on the shrubs, 
plants and trees found at the park. Snowmobiles are 
allowed on designated trails. 
PICNICKING: Plenty of scenic picnic spots, 
with open picnic shelter overlooking the lake 
available for rent. 
SWIMMING: Beach located on west shore 
offers unsupervised swimming . 
BOATING: Any-size motor operated at no-
wake speed. 
CONCESSIONS: Concession stand near beach 
offers refreshments, boats rental, bait and tackle. 
There is also a lodge and restaurant, built in 2001 , 
overlooking the lake. 
CONTACT: 712-829-2235; or by email at 
Yiking_Lake@dnr.state.ia.us. 
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NSERVATION 101 
Spring Cleaning 
Don't Make an 
Even Bigger Mess 
by Bob Castelline and 
Brian Button 
pring is a time of beauty in 
Iowa. Nati\ e oaks sprout mfant 
lea' es, and bluebird , card mats, 
and other btrds return from thetr 
annual tnp outh. Blue' tolets, 
''lid geramums and early butter-
cup plash the countrystde '" 1th 
color, pro' 1dmg pollen for bee 
and fragrant pleasure for e\ cry-
one else. 
As a time of renewal, pnng 
IS also a natural time for cleanmg, 
and for many Iowans, that means 
discarding lots of junk. Spring 
fresh can become spring filth 
when Iowans foul the landscape 
with open dumping and burning 
trash. 1mply put, a small minonty 
make a mess out of spring 
cleanmg, and'' Jth festenng 
results hazards to chtldren, 
dcspotlmg ofhabttat and defile-
ment of atr and water. 
And these dumps often attract 
more dumpmg. As Iowans notice 
rubbtsh at the bottom of ravines, 
drainage areas, in empty lots and 
pastures, and along roadsides, 
some bc!tcve, "There's a pile of 
JUnk there now, so Jt must be OK 
to dump my stuff, too." othing 
could be further from the truth. 
Open dumpmg and burning are 
an} thmg but OK. Discarded tires 
and Junk,'' htch can hold water, 
become breedmg grounds for 
mo~qllltocs carr) mg dtseases such 
a We t Nile Vtrus. Aesthetically 
as<;aultmg, dumps lower property 
values and pose safety concerns 
for children, who can become 
trapped 1n discarded appliances, 
cut on sharp items or contaminated 
by chem1cal . 
People often tgnite these 
dumps, m1 takenly believing that 
such act ton'" Ill nd the landscape 
of debns. Instead the junk pile 
transfonns mto a heap of toxtc ash, 
laden wtth parttally burnt rubbtsh. 
Metals from the tox1c ash leach 
Into the water, and smoke from 
these fires contams poisons that 
eventually return to Earth, entering 
the food chain and remaining 
poisonous to the environment for 
decades. 
A II Iowans, mcludmg rural and 
small commumty inhabitants, have 
plenty of choices for proper 
disposal ofthetr spnng cleaning 
refuse. Reusmg and recyclmg are 
the best \\ays to handle your 
\\aste, but you can use Iowa ·s 
samtary landfills as well, which 
feature em 1ronmental controls that 
are far preferable to open dumping 
and bummg. 
WHAT YOU CAN DO? 
1. Encourage your local 
officials to organize community, 
township and county cleanups. 
2. Have a yard sale. The old 
saying "one man's junk is 
another man's treasure" has 
never been more true, 
especially in uncertain 
economic times. You'll 
make a few dollars and 
minimize your waste at the 
same time. 
3. If you don't want to 
have a yard sale but you 
have usable items, donate 
them to your local 
Goodwill , DAV, church or 
other charitable 
organization. 
4. Recycle everything 
you can't sell or give 
away. Paper, cardboard, 
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metal, tires, plastic, glass, 
even old electronics can all be 
recycled . Check with your 
local authorities to see how to 
recycle in large quantities. 
Many cities provide curb-side 
pickup services, even for 
large items. 
5. For those items you can't 
sell , give away or recycle, 
take them to your local landfill. 
Most landfills have a nominal 
fee, and it's worth the money 
when you consider the harm 
that dumping and burning do to 
the environment. If you drive a 
truck with an open bed, 
remember to cover the bed so 
that trash doesn't fall out. 
6. Finally, report open 
dumping and burning to local 
or state officials. Never 
attempt to question or 
apprehend a dumper yourself, 
DIDYOU KNOW ... 
• Trash burning is the 
leading source of 
dioxin emissions, a 
known cancer-causing 
substance. 
-"' 0 
t: 
"' 
• Burning causes ~ 
tl.. property damage, ~ 
!><: 
wildfires and personal 
injury every year in 
Iowa. 
• Toxic ashes can poison 
gardens, soils and water. 
• If the Pilgrims had used 
aluminum cans at the first 
and don't trespass. Take 
down as much information 
about the incident as you can 
and contact your local 
authorities. 
Thanksgiving feast, those 
cans would still be around 
today. Yet aluminum is one 
of our most easily 
recyclable materials, and 
recycling an aluminum can 
takes only 5 percent of the 
Brian Button is an air quality 
information specialist in Des 
Moines. Bob Castelline is a 
waste management information 
specialist in Des Moines. 
energy required to 
make a new one. 
• Recycled plastic 
can be used to make a 
lot of things you'd 
never imagine: trash 
cans, park benches, 
playground equipment, 
decks, kayaks, carpet 
and clothing. 
• It takes 500,000 trees to 
make the newspapers 
read in the United States 
for a single Sunday 
edition -and that's only 
the newspapers we throw 
away. 
Reduce, Reuse, RECYCLE! 
The United State only makes 
up 4.73 percent of the \\Orld' s 
ropulation, but we produce 50 
rcrcent of the world' waste. 
l:ach Iowan contribute approx i-
matcly4.4 pounds of waste dally. 
l.:.\cryminuteAmerican take 18 
mllhonton ofrawmatenal from 
the Larth. 
recognJ/C that true recycling is a 
"loop." We must not only recycle 
the rroducts we buy, we must 
also reduce the amount of trash 
we generate AND we must do 
what we can to close the recy-
cltng loop by buymg recycled 
products. 
newspaper msulation, animal 
bedding, egg cartons 
glass bottles - fiberglass, new 
glass containers 
plastic bottles - recycling bins, 
flower pots, luggage, drainage 
p1pes, pillow fill 
But there are thmg \\ e can 
all do to help. Ftr t \\ e must 
FollO\\tngarc omerecy-
clablc matenal and some of the 
rroducts they can produce: 
aluminum new cans, rain 
gutter~, wmdow frames 
steel cans - paper clips, desks, 
ptpes, btcyclc 
Personal Landfill 
When materials are placed in a landfill , some 
kinds of garbage w ill decompose under the soil 
rather quickly w hile others remain relatively 
unchanged even after 1 00 years! Why? To 
make your own personal landfill, fill the very 
bottom of a clear plastic cup with di rt . Place food 
items on the next level , near the plastic so you 
can see what is going on. Cover with a layer of 
dirt. 
For the next level , arrange items such as 
plastics, aluminum and paperclips, and again 
cover with a layer of dirt. Repeat this process 
until the cup is almost filled. Leave a little room 
for air. Put a small about of water into your 
landfill and remember to keep it moist over time. 
Cover with plastic wrap and secure with a rub-
ber band. Observe your landfill daily to see what 
is happening to the differt kinds of trash. 
Close the Loop! 
Buy Recycled. 
56 '""·' ( onscrvallonl'l • May June 21103 
How many years to disappear? 
How many years do you think 
these items last when 
thrown in a ditch. 
Disposable Diaper 
Cotton Sock 
Styrofoam Cup 
Glass Bottle 
Leather Belt 
Wooden Block 
Banana Peel 
Paper Box 
Plastic Bottle 
Aluminum Can 
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More than half of 
all garbage in the 
U.S . is made of paper 
because we use more 
than 80 million tons of 
paper each year. Did 
you know that 850 
million trees are cut 
down to make new 
paper? Approxi-
mately 17 trees are 
saved with every 
truckload of paper we 
recycle. 
Did You Know? 
Annually in the U.S., we 
throw away enough 
paper to build a 12 toot 
wall from New York to 
L.A. 
Americans discard 
enough aluminum to 
rebuild our entire 
commercial air fleet 
every three months. 
We toss 2.5 million 
plastic bottles into the 
trash every hour. 
Americans throw away 
enough glass to fill up 
the Des Moines 
Principal Building every 
two days. 
Each day, we throw out 
200,000 tons of edible 
food. The typical fast 
food resaurant gener-
ates 238 pounds of 
waste every day. 
Help the kids below collect all the paper products and take them to the 
recycling center. First collect the newspapers labeled 1, the sack labeled 2 
and so on in order. 
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Make your own "recycled" paper! 
STEP 1- Tear up used paper 
(any kind will do) into tiny bits. 
STEP 2-Fill a blender 3/4 full with equal 
parts paper bits and hot water. Blend 
unti l the mixture becomes a mushy goo 
- you'vemade pulp! 
STEP 3-Place a piece of screen into the 
bottom of a large, shallow pan, and pour 
the pulp into the pan. Slowly pick up the 
screen, shaking it gently to let excess 
water drain. 
STEP 4- Lay the screen on a thin towel 
or piece of felt, and lay another towel on 
top. Press gently to squeeze out more 
water. Let this sit at least overnight. If 
the paper still isn't fully dry, you can try 
drying it with a hairdryer on a low 
setting. 
STEP 5- Carefully peel the towels and 
screen away from your new paper! The 
new paper will be thicker and rougher 
than paper from the store. Next time, try 
decorating your paper by adding glitter 
or confetti to the pulp! 
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Fe\ver Walleyes Caught During 2003 Brood Fish Collection 
The trange weather 111 late 
March and early April may be to 
blame for the 40 percent dec lme 
in walleye caught during the 
Department of atural Rc-
ource 'annual brood fi h 
col lection. Although fcwercgg 
were collected as a re ult, DNR 
fi hene taff ay that \vOn 't 
greatly 1m pact walleye tocki ng 
effort thi year. 
"The fi hare there,\\ e JU t 
didn't catch the spa\\ nat 1t 
peak," aid Mike Mason, upef\ l -
or of the 0 R 's fish hatchenes. 
F1 herie workers u e water 
temperature and the un' 
F1shenes biologists "strip" 
male and female walleyes of 
sperm and eggs before 
returning them to the lake. 
Now Is The Time To Plan 2004 Wildlife Food Plots 
Now is the time to 
begin planning food plot 
for next winter. Each 
winter food plots of com, 
orghum or other grains are 
used by all kinds of wildlife 
fon\ inter sun i' al. 
According to Todd 
Bogen chutz, wildlife 
rc earch biologist with the 
Department ofNatural 
Resources, food shortages 
were not a problem last 
winter for most oflowa 's 
wildlife, including pheasants. 
The winterof2002-03 was 
Food plots help wildlife, such as 
pheasants, survive Iowa's winters. 
dry and mild, so most of 
Iowa's upland wildlife were in 
very good condition this spring, he 
aid. However, next winter could 
be like the severe winter of2000-
0 1 when food plots played a very 
It"' a ( un <cl'\ atoon"t • 1\la} June 2003 
important role for upland wildlife. 
The time to plan for next winter is 
now. For more information, 
contact Bogenschutz at 515-432-
2823. 
"=' 
photopenod to try to calculate the 
best ttme to begm collecting fish. 
But this spnng has been anything 
but ordinary. 
"Th1s was a strange year," 
Mason aid. "We had a warm up, a 
cold front, then another warm up. 
That could have caused some fish 
to spawn durmg the first warm up." 
z Mason also said algae problems 
E 
"' at Clear Lake and extreme wind c.: 
~ cond1t1ons made 1tdifficultto net 
"" fi h. 
"Our egg collection estimates 
how a declme of about 13 percent 
compared to an average year," 
Mason said. "We will have fi sh to 
stock, but not the extra that we had 
last year." 
The DNR collects walleyes at 
the Iowa Great Lakes, Storm Lake, 
Clear Lake and Lake Rathbun each 
year to prO\ ide walleye fishing to 
Iowa angler . 
Ma on aid the eggs started 
hatch mg mlate April and early May 
and ft hencs crews will be stocking 
the e newly hatched walleye fry in 
Iowa lakes. Fry are tocked by the 
million in lakes because the sur-
vival rate is around 1 percent. 
Other fry will remain at the 
Spirit Lake, Rathbun, Mt. Ayrand 
Fairport hatcheries and grown to 
di ffcrent size before being stocked 
in lakes and streams. These larger 
walleye ha,eamuchhigher 
un ivai rate. 
The D R wi II tock roughly 
I 05 mill ion\\ all eye fry and 1.25 
million fingerlings thi year. 
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Chemical Spills and Manure Releases Must be Reported to the DNR 
Releases of manure and 
hazardous substances such as 
chemicals, fertilizers and pesti-
cides must be rep01ied to the 
DNR within six hours after the 
release occurs or is discovered. 
"It's easy to forget to call the 
DNR when you're trying to clean 
up or stop a spill, but it's to your 
advantage to give us a call," said 
Bill Jinkinson, supervisorofthe 
DNRMason City field office. 
While the law requires 
reporting, theDNR field office 
staff is experienced and can help 
with ideas to minimize damages 
to the environment and figure out 
how best to clean-up the si te, he 
added. Plus, we have an emer-
gency response team that can be 
called upon for advice with spills 
of all types. 
Often in the midst of a spill, 
the tendency is to panic which is 
another reason that the field 
office staff can help. 
During regular business 
hours, spi lls and releases shou ld 
be reported to the appropriate 
DNR field office listed below: 
• Northeast Iowa, Manches-
ter Field Office, 563-927 -2640; 
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Free Fishing Days. June 6-8 
During the first weekend 
in June, all Iowa residents are 
invited to take part in Free 
Fishing Days. As part of 
National Fishing Week, Free 
Fishing Days is an effort to 
promote fishing. Iowans rna y 
fish and possess fish without 
purchasing a license orpayingthe 
fi sh habitat fee. The payment of 
the trout fee has also been 
waived. All other fishing regula-
tions, including size and posses-
sion limits, apply. 
• North Central Iowa, Mason 
City Field Office, 641-424-4073; 
•Northwest Iowa, Spencer 
Field Office, 712-262-4177; 
• Southwest Iowa , Atlantic 
Field Office, 7 12-243-1934; 
• South Central Iowa, Des 
Moines Field Office, 515-725-
0268;or 
• Southeast Iowa, Washing-
ton Field Office, 319-653-2135. 
After hours, or on hoi idays or 
weekends, spi lis and releases 
should be called in to the 24-hour 
spilllineat515-281-8694. 
Spills must also be called in to 
the local police department or 
county sheriffs office. 
More infonnation can be 
found on the DNR website at 
www.iowadnr.com. 
Fishing Forecast 
Check out the latest fishing 
forecast for your favorite fishing 
spot. 
1. Go to www.iowadnr.com 
2. Click "DNR News" at the 
top. 
3. Go to " Iowa Fishing Report." 
4. Choose an area by clicking on 
it or scroll down to browse 
through the available options. 
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Two New Glasphalt 
Facilities Dedicated 
in Ames, Wellman 
The D R celebrated Earth 
Day 10 tyle by helpingdcd1catc 
twoncwgla phaltfaciliticsin 
A me and Wellman. 
In Ame , Iowa tate Unlvcr-
ltydedtcatedParkmg Lot41 
near the Ul1l'-' er ity' forc~try 
greenhou e w1th a ceremony 
Apnl22. TheC1tyofWcllman 
opened a new gla phalt recre-
ational trail Apri l23 in the c1ty' 
commumty park. 
The project are t\\ o of 
C\ era I pilot in the tate uttlizmg 
"glasphalt," ana phalt mix that 
u cs ground glas a part of the 
aggregate. About 70 tons of 
recycled container, windowpane 
and flu ore cent tube gla were 
u ed to complete the proJect. . 
DOT engineer Mtke 
He1tzman ay thatglasphalt-
paved surfaces are just a mooth 
and safe for vehicle tire and 
pede trian as those made from 
the more traditional a phalt 
ll11XCS. 
"By the time the gla 1 
ground and screened, it ' about 
the size of silica-sand particles," 
Heitzman said. 
The events showca e one of 
Iowa' most innovative methods 
of environmental steward5hip. 
Iowa' waste glass account for 
3 percent of all solid waste 
generated annually, and finding 
reuse outlets for this recyclable 
material has been challenging. 
lo"·' (.onsct'JIIOnht • ~I a) June 2003 
Sixteen Iowa Communities Receive $22 
Million for Safe Drinking Water Projects 
txtecncommumtie w11l 
recel\ e more than 22 million m 
lo\>\-tntcrcst loan to 1mprove 
theirdnnkmg 'Nater upply 
ystem . The ON R and the 
Iowa Fmancc Authority began 
di tributmg the funding thi 
pnng. 
TheprOJCCt\\lllhelpen ure 
safe dnnkmg" ater and protect 
the health oflowa citizens. 
The program, called the 
State Drinking Water Re' olving 
Fund, i funded by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection 
Agency and pro\ 1dc loan 
opportunltle to commumtte to 
meet safe dnnkmg water stan-
dard at thetr treatment facthties. 
The program prov1de 3 percent 
loans for improvement projects 
and finance up to I 00 percent of 
total project co t . 
The D Rand the Io,,a 
Fmance Authonty JOmtl} admmis-
terthe fund, and prionttze 
project based on engmcering and 
environmental factors. Since 
1997, the revolving fund has 
a\\ardedmorethan$120mtllion 
to Iowa commumt1e . Fundmg is 
a\ atlable on an annual ba is. 
Program Keeps Iowans Informed On Environment 
A new program is available 
to help Iowan supportconserva-
tionand environmental effort m 
the state. 
The Iowa Con ervation 
Advocates' and Leaders' Link (1-
Call) is designed, in part, to keep 
Iowans informed of issues 
ranging from airqual ity, energy 
and con crvation volunteer 
programs to hunting, fishing and 
pre erving our natural resources. 
Participant choo c what topics 
they are interested 111, and how 
they"' ant to receive information, 
either by emai l, telephone or mail. 
For complete details, contact 
l-CALLat(5 15)309-3152,by 
email at icall@iowacall.org, or at 
the web ite www. iowacall.org. 
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Just Can' t Say No 
Fred Scott may have officially retired years ago, but that 
doesn 'tget in his way of working non-stop. Scott, a resident of Des 
Moines, says "yes" tojustabouteveryone who requests his volun-
teer time, including 8 ig Creek State Park manager Kim Olofson. 
"Fred is an outstanding volunteer who is always first in line to 
offer assistance," says Olofson. Scott, formerly a professional tree 
trimmer for the city of Des Moines, spends every other Thursday at 
Big Creek trimming the trees around the park and trails, helping 
with playground maintenance, working the fall bike ride, or wher-
ever else he's needed. "I plan to work here as long as I'm 
needed," Scott has said. 
His volunteer work doesn' t stop at the boundaries ofBig Creek 
State Park, though. Fred also volunteers regularly at the Des 
Moines Zoo (sometimes driving the train), helps build sets for the 
Des Monies Playhouse and assists at the Saydel School District 
High School Prairie and the Middle School Clothes Closet. He 
worked the Living History Farms Turkey Trot one morning last fall , 
and stopped long enough to attend a banquet and receive an award 
from the DNR Keeper of the Land volunteer program. 
"The Iowa Department ofNatural Resources' Keepers of the 
Land volunteer program and citizens ofl owa thank Fred Scott for 
all his work for Big Creek and other organizations in the area," said 
Diane Ford-Shivvers, coordinatorofthe Keepers of the Land 
program. 
For more information 
about volunteering in state 
parks,call l-800-367-1025, 
send an email to 
volunteer@dnr.state. ia.us 
or visit the website 
www.keepersoftheland.org. 
Fred Scott, right, with 
DNA Di rector Jeff 
Vonk. 
• 
• 
• 
DNR photo 
Upcoming NRC 
and EPC Meetings 
The dates and locations have 
been set for the following meet-
ings ofthe Natural Resource 
Commission and Environmental 
Protection Commission ofthe 
Iowa Department ofNatural 
Resources. 
Agendas are set approxi-
mately 10 days prior to the 
scheduled meeting date. For 
additional information, contactthe 
Iowa Department ofNatural 
Resources, Wallace State Office 
Building, 502 E. 9th St., Des 
Moines, Iowa 50319-0034. 
Natural Resource 
Commission: 
June 12 
Black Hawk County 
- July 10 
Telephone 
- August14 
Chariton 
Environmental Protection 
Commission: 
June 16 
Des Moines 
July2 1 
Des Moines 
- August 18 
Des Moi nes 
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A 1f 1 had not been tck 
enough of Ia t \\inter already, the 
final tra\\ came during another 
tnp to Demer, Col. For two 
day , temperatures in the 70 and 
un hining on the mountam top ; 
the next day, the Snowstorm of 
2003. Four feet of snow. FOUR 
FEET! The Coloradans are fond 
of aying, "We have snow out 
here, but it's gone the next day." 
This was different. This wa a 
do e of Iowa snow - big flake , 
wet and heavy - the kind that 
suck four-wheel drives into 
obi I\ ion. 
As I was shoveling sno~ 
from the front of my daughter' 
and son-in-law's house, to get to 
a car rental since United Airline 
could not fly me out for another 
five days, l said to one of the 
natives, "You know, I've seen 
the Iowa Flood of '93 and the 
Colorado Snowstorm of '03. I've 
always appreciated history, but I 
can't say l enjoy being part of 
it." 
Experiencing such an event 
made me thankful to see spring 
arrive, to see the ice break up, to 
see fishing start to heat up. And 
checking some of the first angler 
DIARY 
Signs You Might Not Have 
a License 
by Chuck Humeston 
of the year made me think about 
some of the things I've experi-
enced m the pa t, some of the 
c;;ttuattons I 'vc faced in my year 
of 5Cf\ ICC. 
I'm not gi\ ing a\\ ay profe -
tonal ccrct here - since it 
really t n 't rocket cience - but 
there are a fe~ things that tip off 
the game \\-arden to the fact an 
angler may not have a fi hing 
licem:>c. These arc ju t a few and 
bel icvc me, I wi h I was making 
the c up. 
T he If-l-Oon ' t-See-You-
Then-You-Aren ' t-Reallv-
• 
There Plov. This is the cold 
• 
shoulder treatment pure and 
tmple. I' II approached omeone 
fi hmg and a k tfthey've caught 
anythmg only to have them look 
a\\ ay and not ay a word. Some 
turn away, and others even turn 
again when I walk around in front 
of them. All the while they look at 
something in the sky that I can 
never seem to sec. It usually 
ends with, "Oh, I'm sorry I didn't 
sec you," after they figure out 
I'm not leaving. 
The Slow Stroll. In this 
event, the angler usually sees me 
walking up the shoreline or sees 
my car approaching. They 
immediately pick up their rod and 
reel and simply walk away. 
There have been times I've had 
to follow the escapee for some 
dtstancc contmually asking them 
to stop. I've even had to ask 
some people if they forgot 
omcthmg \\hen they dropped 
thetr rod and reel and kept right 
on v.alking. 
A \ anat10n 1 the Mad Dash, 
the d1ffcrcncc bcmg instead of 
slowly \\-alkmg away, the person 
leaves everything and runs for 
thci r I i fc. I don't care for this one 
anymore. T still nm a lot, but I'm 
not as fast a 1 used to be. 
The Nope-Those-Aren't-
Mine. In tht event, the angler is 
u ually tandmg o\·er a rod and 
reel. But \\ hen a ked for a 
hccn e, the angler claims, 'Tm 
not fi hing." What mo t don't 
realize, though, 1 that I had been 
'' atchmg them for the la t 10 
minute through binoculars 
logging every ca t and retrieve. 
Still , the angler's position is 
often "that' my story and I'm 
sticking to it." When asked about 
the rod and reel the response is, 
"I don't know whom those belong 
to. They were there when l got 
here." 
My tandard re pon e is to 
pick up the rod and reel and \\ alk 
away. When a ked what I'm 
doing, 1 reply, " I can't leave this 
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litter here." Usually that gets the 
contestant's wheels turning, 
weighing the cost of the fine 
versus the cost of the rod and 
reel. 
The Give-It-To-The-Child 
Exchange. I have to admit, this 
is one for which I have some 
contempt. Again, the angler 
usually sees me approaching. 
And again, I've usually been 
watching for awhile. When I 
approach, the angler picks up the 
rod and reel and shoves it in front 
of a surprised child who has been 
doing nothing but running along 
the bank and throwing rocks for 
the last hour. When I ask for the 
license, the response is usually, 
''I'm not fishing, I'm just here 
while he/she is fishing." Some-
times a look of surprise is feigned 
while the adult looks at the child 
then looks at the rod and reel 
exclaiming, "Where did that 
come from?" 
The Zebco Javelin Toss. 
This one is pretty self-explana-
tory. Tn this event, the angler 
sees me approaching, then with a 
mighty heave, tosses his entire 
tackle into the lake or river. 
Sometimes The Slow Stroll or the 
Mad Dash follows. I've seen 
some tosses where the distance 
was so impressive I wished I had 
a tape measure. 
The Change-The-Subject 
Distraction. This one is usually 
reserved for the more imagina-
tive. In this impressive diversion-
ary tactic, the angler begins 
babbling furiously about anything 
- the weather, the stock 
market, NASCAR racing, or 
anything but fishing - before 1 
can even say hello. This method 
is somewhat related to If-1-Don 't-
- --
See-You-Then-You-Aren't-
Really-There in that there is some 
hope that after awhile, I'll go 
away. A deviation of this one 
uses loud, forceful language 
accompanied by names I don't 
like to be called and accusations 
of harassment in an attempt to 
play the intimidation card. 
All of these take on variations 
when out on the water in a boat. 
Notable are the Slow Boat Race 
or the Jon Boat Hide-and-Seek. 
But, I'm running out of space to 
go into detail. 
These are just a few all of us 
who are out there checking 
licenses have seen. There are 
many times I've been told, "I've 
bet you've seen and heard 
everything." 
As long as people and 
imaginations are involved, no, not 
by a long shot. 
ALGONA 
American Marine 
800-295-7552 
www.ammanneinc.com 
BURLINGTON 
Archer Manne 
800·357-7096 
www.archerautomanne.com 
DECORAH 
Upper Iowa Marine 
563·382·9387 
uimarine@earthlink.net 
DUBUQUE 
Dubuque Yacht 
Basm. Inc. 
563-588-9564 
www.dubuqueyachtbastn.com 
GUTIENBERG 
J & L Manne 
563·252·2020 
www.jandlmanne.com 
IOWA FALLS 
Iowa Falls Imp. & Marine 
641-648·4231 
www.towafallsmanne.com 
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www.exploreiowaparks.com 
See pages 32-35 for details 
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